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FOREWORD 

This Bulletin is published in furtherance of the purposes of the 
Hater Resources Research Act of 1964. The purpose of the Act is to stim
ulate, sponsor, provide for, and supplement present programs for the con
duct of research, investigations, experiments, and the training of scien
tists in the field of water and resources which affect water. The Act is 
promoting a more adequate national program of water resources research by 
furnishing financial assistance to non-federal research. 

The Act provides for establishment of Hater Resources Research Insti
tutes or Centers at Universities throughout the Nation. On September 1, 
1964, a Hater Resources Research Center was established in the Graduate 
School as an interdisciplinary component of the University of Minnesota. 
The Center has the responsibility for unifying and stimulating University 
water resources research through the administration of funds covered in 
the Act and made available by other sources; coordinating University re
search with water resources programs of local, State and Federal agencies 
and private organizations throughout the State; and assisting in training 
additional scientists for work in the field of water resources through 
research. 

This report is number thirty-one in a series of publications designed 
to present information bearing on water resources research in Minnesota 
and the results of some of the research sponsored by the Center. In this 
study, a mathematical model of a watershed was developed to determine the 
effects of watershed characteristics length, slope and roughness of the 
main channel and watershed area on peak streamflow discharges. The physi
cal characteristics of small watersheds in southeastern Minnesota were 
used in developing the model. The results of the study advance the gen
eral understanding of the time parameters involved in the runoff process. 
The mathematical model can be considered as a satisfactory tool for in
vestigating theories of runoff from small watershed. 

This Bulletin serves as the Research Project Technical Completion 
Report for OHRR Project No.: B-007-Minn., Matching Grant Agreement No.: 
14-01-0001-890. The title of the project is "Study of Factors Affecting 
the Channel Phase of Runoff from Small Watersheds by Mathematical Model
ing." The principal investigator of the project is C.L. Larson, Depart
ment of Agricultural Engineering, University of Minnesota. The project 
began January 1, 1966 and it was completed on June 30, 1969. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. General 

Hydrology is that part of physical geography which is concerned 
with the origin, movement, distribution, and properties of the water of 
the wurld. Engineering hydrology is that part of the broad field which 
pertains the design and "peration uf engineering projects for the con
trol and use water. 

Adequate hydrologic information ls essential fur design llf hydraulic 
projects. This information is based on an analysis data for natural 
events. Th,' data gain value and significance by the length of their con
tinuance. Short periods of data, nonexistence of data, changes in the 
watershed regimen, etc , gave rise to the need for basi hydrol.)gic theo
ries and the al'pl cation of the theories t,) supply the> engineer wi tb funda
mental design criteria. The data sought include information on climatic 
and rainfall events, runoff events, geology, topography, soil types, soil 
cover, soil infiltration and moisture conditions, the natural channel sys
tem characteristics. ute. Statistical analyses are usually used to deter
mine the effects and significance of the interrelated factors that control 
hydrological events. 

Rainfall and c limati records are usua lly more comp lete and recorded 
for longer periods than other hydro]')gie data. Information from rain gage 
networks is lee ted and analyzed continuous and rainfall intensity
duration probabi 1 j ties are developed for a given location. Information 
of this type is now available in many part of the world and the U.S. 
Weather Bureau Atlas (42) is a very good example. 

B. Availability of Runoff Records 

Data on runofC events lag far behlnd the actual needs. Un like rec
ords of meteorological events that can be interpolated between known sta
tions for an ungaged location, runoff data are specific and unique for 
any individual watershed and relate to the gaged location only. The 
assumption that data collected on a given watershed can be applied to an 
adjacent watershed of similar pbysical cbaracteristics bas many inherent 
faul ts since no two watersbeds are a like in all the natural. fac tors af
fecting runoff. Nevertheless, because of scarcity of runoff data, tech
niques based on this assumption arc frequently used. 

Systematic data collecting from regular hydrologic stations, using 
current meters, started in the U.S. by the Geological Survey in 1889. 
Since then it has gradually developed into the present nation-wide pro
gram. Only a few reliable records of river flow exceed 70 years and 
these are available primarily for major rivers. The number of stations 
and the period of recording decreases with the watershed size wbi Ie the 
total number of watersheds increases sharply with decrease of drainage 
area size. Larson (22) suggested a scbemati.c relation between the num
ber of ungaged watersheds to watershed size and tated: 
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"It 	is evi.dent that a very high percentage of the total number 
of watersheds of any given si ze up to 100 square miles or more 
are 	ungaged. Furthermore, even if the number of gaging stations 
on small I"atersheds were increased, we can never hope to obtain 
even partial records on all of them, because the tremendous 
number llf 'small' watersheds. It. follows that methods of esti 
mating runoff from completely ungaged "atersheds will always be 
needed." 

Larson (22) arbitrarily defined small watersheds as those under 100 square 
miles in size. This definition wi! 1 be foiloVled in this bulletin. 

Data on overland flow, inter[low, soi 1 mDisture and infiltration, 
etc., are even more scarce. This information is avai lable pr imari ly from 
experiment stations and is related only to specific locations. Informa
tion on geology and topography for various locati ons can readi ly be ob
tained [rom avai lable maps. 

c. 	 Peak FIllW Prediction 

One of the most common tasks in engineering hydrology is the prt, 
diction of the peak floVl for a given frequency of occurrence. Estimates 
of the peak flows are required for the hydraulic design channels, cuI 
verts, spillways and flood control structures. Availability of data and 
length of records often determine which method can be used. Frequency 
analyses of the recorded peak [loVls are commonly used. The reliabi Ii ty 
of the prediction depends the length the recorded period. Wlwn 
the length is greater than the return perilld for Vlhich the peak flDVl is 
desired, these methods arc relatively direct and reliable. One major 
limitation of these techniques is that future changes in the Vlatershed 
regime cannot be accounted for, since these methods are based rnl the 
assumption that historical events can be directly prujected to tile future. 
Whenever future changes are antic i pated, or the data are not suffici ent, 
whi is the case for mDst small waterSheds, the predic.tion o[ future peak 
flows must be based un other methods. 

techniques have been suggested for computing peak discharge 
of design flllods for ungaged watersheds. Some of them, although known 
to be inadequate for engineering desL,;n, are still in use because of 
their Simplicity. The current avai lable methods can be classified in 
two general categories, 1) statistical analyses ,,[ available flood 
records, and 2), estimating runoff frllm the rainfall intensity-frequency 
data and watershed characteri.stics. These two apprllaches are sometimes 
referred to as stochastic and parametric hydrology, respectively. 

The stochastic or statistical approach begins with frequency analy
sis Df flood records for individual streams. It also includes procedures 
[Dr transferring the informatillll from one watershed to another by devel
oping regional index curves for use in watersheds with similar physio
graphic cond.itillfls. The series of design discharge curves for Minnesota 
presented by the Minnesota High",ay Department (30) is an example of a 
method in th is category. The discharge is given by 

K An 
( 1) 

2 

I.. 

where Qp is peak discharge for a given recurrence interval, A is the 
Vlatershed area in square miles, n is an exponent varYing from 0.53 to 0.65, 
and K is a coefficient depending on wat.ershed characteristics and location. 
Equations of this type are reliable if based on extensive flow records, 

small Vlatersheds. 

Methods of the second category re lyon climatlc data rather than 
st.ream flllw data. They also rely on the use of watershed characteristics 
and on understanding llf the runoff process. The advantages in using thi.B 
approach are 1) cUmati c data are more complete and of longer recorded 
periods than stream floVl, 2) climatic events are more "continuous" in 
space and can be subjected tD interpolation procedures while hydrologic 
events are more "discrete" and affected by the physiographic character
istics. 

The rational formula is an example of methods of the second cate

gory. It is given by Linsley (27) as 


c 	 a (2) 

where the peak discharge in acre-inches per hDur or, Vlith an error 
of one , ill cubic feel per second. The factc)r C is a coefficient 
(with values less than ullity,) depending on Vlatershed characteristics, 
i is the mean rai nfa 11 intensity in inches/hDur for the des ign storm and 
A is the Vlatershed area in acres. Tile duration o[ the design storm is 
chosen equal to the "time Df concentration" the watershed, , Vlhen 
all parts of the Vlatershed first contribute to the flow at the let. 
This assumption and the assumption that runoff is a percentage rain
fall are oversimplifi.ed and this has long been recognized hy hydrolDgists. 
Nevertheless, the rational method .is still used frequently for estimation 
of peak runoff for watersheds up to five square miles, mainly in urban 
areas, because of its S imp Iicity and the lac k Df more re li.ah le methods. 

Other methods of this category start Vlith precipitation volume and 
reduce it to runoff volume by considering variollS factors of the water
shed that cause losses. The runoff volume is then "routed" to the water
shed ontlet by one of a variety of methods to obtain the peak floVl. 11,e 
baSic assumption that the precipitation is the only probabilistic factor 
that affects the hydrological prllcess is retained. 

D. 	 Time Parameters 

Most, if not all, parametric methods for predicting peak runoff re
quire some type ()f time parameter as part of the routing. The time of 
concentration, used in the rational method, is a familiar example. In 
general, for a given Vlatershed, time parameters indicate the speed of 
response Df a given Vlatershed and are inversely related to the peak flow, 
although the exact nature of the relationship has not been established. 

The 	 time parameters most commonly used in are: 

1) 	 Time of cDncentration, defined as the time required for the 
sur [ace runoff from the remotest part of the watershed to 
reach the outlet station. 
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2) Time to equi librium, defined as t.he time required for t.he rat.e 
of runoff at the outlet to become equal to the supply rate. 

3) Time to peak, 
hydrograph to 

defined as the time 
reach its peale 

required for the outflow 

4) La£: time, most frequently defined 
rai.nfall to the hydrograph peak. 

as the lime from centroid of 

Various investigations have shown the time parameters to vary inversely 
with the supply rates Pilgrim (3S) in study used radioactive tracers 
to measure the flow time in a channel a 100 a<:re watershed, as an in
dex of the Lime concentration. Hc found the low time decreases with 
increasing discharges. Larson (22) used an analytical approach and found 
the time tll virtual equi librium (917, of supply rate) tn relate i.nversely 
to the liS ruwer of the supply rate. M.achmeicr (29) used a mathematical 
mudel of a watershed to route varillus uniform supply rates for various 
durations. He found that the time to virtual. equiLLbrium varied inversely 
as the 0.23 power the surp ly rates for a HCltershed of 21. 35 square 
mi les. He alsll found time to peak and lag time to vary \-Jith duration, 
and vary nverse I y Hi th the su pp lyrate. 

In order be useful in predicti peak flow, the t.ime parameter 
shou ld be capab Ie of determina t i on (from the J'aetors that contro it) both 
for gaged and ungaged watersheds. As part of the routing process, time 
parameters are affected by the phys iographic L'harac terist i cs of the water
shed. Stl~ies of the effect of \-Jatershed charaeteristics on the time 
parameters have been based mainly nn analyses of records of natural events 
and correlation analyses with une or more of the watershed's measurable 
charac Leris Lic . 

Although the time of concentration and the time to virtual equilibrium 
represent a definite physical propet"ty, they cannot be obtained from recorded 
hydrographs. The time to virtual eqUilibrium is rarely ach.ieved since it 
requires by definition long durations with constant supply rate, a condition 
that is unrealistic for natural events, ially for large watersheds. 

Relating any lime parameter to watershed characteristics by use of 
actual runoff data is very difficult ince the factors involved are inter
related and cannot be varied independently. With a watershed model, how
ever, the input as well as the watershed characteristics can be controlled 
independently. 

E. Objective thi Study 

The major purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of 
watershed characteristics such as length slope and roughness of the main 
channel and watershed area on the time parameter, time to virtual equi
librium. In order to do this a mathematical model of the watershed will 
be developed. The model will be based on the best routing methods avail
able, and Hill be representative of realistic natural conditions. The 
geometric and physical characteristIcs of the model watershed will be 
capable of independent variation. A computer program will be used for 
solving the dynamic equations of continuity and momentum to route the 
nons teady flow lhrough the channe 1 sys tem. 

4 

A uniform supply rate will be applied to the model watershed suf
ficiently long for the system to reach equil ibrium. Each factor inves
tigated will be varied independently Hithin its normal range and its 
effect on the time to virtual equilibrium will be studied from the data 
obtained. A theoretical equati of time tG virtual equi librium, based 
on an ana lytical approach Ivi 1 be presented and compared with the emp i ri
cal equation based on the data obtained. 
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CHAPTER II 

PREVIOUS WORK 

A. Peak Flow Equations 

As mentioned before, parametric-type methods of estimating peak 
flows for a given frequency are composed of two parts: 1) determination 
of runoff volume from the probable rainfall; and 2) routing this volume 
through the channel system. It is assumed that the probabilities of run
off events are the same as those of rainfall events. This study is con
cerned primarily with the routing or channel phase of the runoff process. 

The Rational formula is given, as mentioned before, by 

Q Cia (2) 

This equation is based on the "rational" assumption that for uniform in
tensity the peak flow will occur ~,en all parts of the watershed are 
contributing to the flow at the outlet. At this time, outflow rates are 
equal to runoff supply rates, which are the rainfall rates less some 
percentage of losses due primarily to infiltration. This time is defined 
as time of concentration, Te, and is equal to time to peak and to time 
to equilibrium. Under these assumptions, the mean intensity for a dura
tion equal to Tc for a given frequency is assumed to produce the maximum 
peak flow. Various investigators (6), (22), (27), however, showed that 
a lesser duration, referred to as critical time or characteristic duration, 
will produce the peak flow for a given frequency. 

The U.S. Soil Conservation Service (41) uses a peak flow equation 

484 A R 
Qp (3)

T
P 

where Qp is peak discharge in c.f.s., A is watershed area in square miles 
and R is storm runoff in inches for a given return period. Tp is the time 
to peak in hours given by 

D 
Tp + L (4 )

2 

where D is storm duration and L is drainage area lag, both in hours. 

The storm runoff Q is found from rainfall-frequency data and con
verted to runoff amounts by use of SCS technique of curve number (42). 

The routing equation is based on the following assumptions: that 
(1) outflow hydrographs of small watersheds can be represented by one 
dimensionless hydrograph; (2) this hydrograph can be simplified into a 
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triangular shape with fixed geometrical relations; (3) the outflow 
hydrograph of a large watershed can be composed by unit hydrograph tech
niques from hydrographs of the smaller watersheds. 

In this case, a triangular dimensionless hydrograph is assumed for 
which the time to peak is fixed as 3/8 of the hydrograph base, Ts' The 
routing coefficient is a constant and equals 0.75. The watershed lag 
time L is the time parameter that has to be evaluated from watershed 
characteristics. 

Chow (6) proposed a method of runoff prediction for culvert and 
waterway design in Illinois. Rainfall for a given return period for 
various durations is estimated from rainfall-frequency data and adjusted 
to a specific location by means of a climatic factor. The rainfall amounts 
are then converted to runoff amounts by using the Soil Conservation Service 
technique of curve numbers (40). The discharge is given by 

Q P R (5) 

where Q is peak discharge in c.f.s., P is the unit hydrograph peak in 
c.f.s./in., and R is the runoff amount in inches. 

The unit hydrograph peak is given by 

A Zp 1.008 (6)
D 

where A is watershed area in acres, D is rainfall duration in hours and 
Z is a peak reduction or routing coefficient. 

Chow's routing method is based on the principle of linearity, or 
the principle of superposition of the unit hydrograph technique. Under 
this principle, the ordinates of the runoff hydrographs of a given water
shed for the same durations are assumed directly proportional to the total 
volume of the direct runoff, and the time to peak and base time of the 
hydrograph are assumed constant. Various investigators (1), (9), (30), 
have criticized this assumption and have shown a definite non-linear re
Sponse of the watershed with respect to storm variations. 

The routing coefficient in this method is considered a variable 
given as a function of the ratio of rainfall duration to the lag time, 
L, the time parameter to be evaluated from watershed characteristics. 
Chow's method also recognizes that for a given return period there is 
one specific duration that will produce the maximum peak discharge. 

Larson (22) suggested a two phase approach to prediction of peak 
flow rates. The routing is part of the channel phase in which the flow 
is dependent on the channel hydraulic characteristics, channel length and 
watershed area. The channel phase is assumed independent of the location 
and does not involve probability if channel losses (or gains) are neglected. 

The routing equation as presented by Larson and Machmeier is 

Qp = 646 CAB:. 
p D (7) 
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where Q is peak discharge in c.Ls., A is waLershed area in square miles, 
R is ruhoff in inches, D is rainfall duration in hours and en is the 
routing coefficient. 

No assumption of linearity is introduced in Larson's equation. The 
routing coefficient Cp is defined as the ratio of peak dlscharge to uni
form supply rate. It was found to be a general function of the ratio 
duration to the time to virtual equilibrium, Tve' Defined this way, 
sped fies the magnitude the peak flow but not its position. 

(30) presented the relation as shown in 1 for a watershed of 
21. 35 square miles. The time to virtual has to be eva luated 
frc1Ju watershed ella rae teristi cs. 

The characteristic duration is defined by Larson (22) as the 
duration runoff which will cause the maximum peak flow for a given 
recurrence [nterva . 

LIe 11 (3) sugges ted the "rational-loss rate" method for estimation 

of design runoff rates. 111e volume of runoff is taken as the residual 


rather than a percentage of the rain£a 11. 
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Figure 1. 	 Relation of routing coefficient (C ) to the time parameter 
D/Tve) for 21.35 sq. mL watershedPaccording to Machmeier. 
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R = P - W 	 (8) 

where R is volume of runoff, P is volume of rainfall and W is volume of 
total losses. The routing equation is given by 

Q 	 R (9) 

where Q is 	peak discharge and Lr is the representative lag, defined as 
the average lag for extreme floods [nr a given watershed. The time para
meter is used to represent the effective duration rainfall as well 
as the ic duration. The routing coefficient for the design 
floods is assumed constant with a value of 0.9, based on a dimensionless 
relation between the ratio of peak flow rates constant supply rates, 
q/i, and the ratio of duration to representative lag, D/Lr' The represen
tative lag 	is the time parameter to be evaluaLed from watershed character
istics. 

B. Time Parameters 

As shown in the previous sections, estimation peak [low rates 
involves the routing of Lhe runoff supply. Unless the rout is performed 
by successive time increments, OD1e type of time parameter is needed. The 
time parameters indicate the speed of response o[ the given watershed. 
Various studies (24), (30) (35) have shown the tIme parameters [or a given 
watershed and duraUon to be inversely related to the flnod magnitudes, 
tending towards a Clll1stant minimum value. Some 0 the time parameters 
are also functions of duration. 

1. Time of Concentration 

The time of concentration defined as the time required for 
the surface runoff from the part III the watershed to reach the 
point being cons idered, the watershed dut let. Thi s time wi 11 vary, de
pending on the hydraulic characteristics pf the channel. For a large 
and complex watershed it will be the summation the respective travel 
times over the reaches along the path front the ml)st remote point tu the 
outlet. According to tbe above definiti un the input rainfall can be of 
various intensities. For a large complex waterShed, [or some lime dis 
tribution of the rainfall intenSities, the runoff uf the most remote 
part of the watershed may arrive at the outlet too late to cuntribute lo 
peak flow. Therefore, the time ()f concentration can be greater than the 
time to peak. For small watersheds where the time concentration is 
short and the intensity can be assumed uniform it may be very close tu 
the time to peale For uniform rainfall intensities it will be equal to 
the time to equilibrium. 

The time concentration is not defined on recorded hydrographs 
and therefore is nol readily obtained. The ses (42) considers t as the 
pOint on the falling limb of the hydrograph where the recession curve 
begins. 
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Various methods for determination of time of concentration have 
been suggested. Ramser (36) determined the time of concentrati.on for 
small agricultural watersheds by the time difference between low flow 
stage and the maximum flow stage on outflow records. Kirpich (21) sug
gested an empirical formula for small watersheds based on observations 
by Ramser I S method [or time of concentration in hours as 

Tc = 0.00013 ( (10)_L_) .77 rs 
where L is the length of the watershed in feet measured along the main 
channel [rom outlet to the most remote point o[ the watershed, S is the 
mean slope of the main flow path from the watershed divide to the outlet. 
The Soil Conservation Service (42) suggested various methods [or esti 
mating the time of concentration depending on the available data. All 
of these methods inv0lve some empirical parts. They recognized the dif
ficul ties involved in th is time parameter by the definition of the "re
motest point" especially for storms of partial cover over the watershed. 

The allOve empirical methods assume the time of concentration to be 
a function some phYSical characteristics of the watershed but constant 
for a given watershed. 

2. Time to Equilibrium 

The time to equilibrium is defined as the time required [or the 
rate o[ runoff at the outlet of the watershed to become equal to the 
supply rate. This implies the following: 1) the rainfall supply rate 
is uniform in time and space; 2) the rainfall duration is long enough 
to reach equilibrium. Thus, under these conditions the time to equilib
rium will be equal to the time of concentration. Although the two time 
parameters are equal they vary by the definition, The time to equilibrium 
which is often used by hydrologists, is rarely, if ever, achieved in nature 
on a watershed of appreciable size. The rainfall intensity is seldom uni
form for long duration and rarely covers the whole watershed uniformly. 
Thus, although smaller parts of a large watershed may reach equilibrium 
[or a given rainfall intensity and durati on the total watershed likely 
will not. 

Izzard (20), in his study of overland runoff defined time to equilib
rium as the time for the outflow to reach 97 percent of the supply rate 
and states: 

"The geometric significance of this point is that the volume 
of water in detention (overland flow) is substantially equal 
to the volume of water which has been discharged in the time 
required to reach this point." 

Larson (22) defined time to virtual equilibrium 
as the time for the outflow to reach virtual (97%) equilibrium with a con
stant inflow of long duration. Although Izzard's reasoni.ng for chOOSing 
97% of equilibrium does not hold [or the channel phase, Larson chose the 
point of 0.97 Qe by noting that, since the flow approaches equilibrium 
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very slowly, the time of 97% of equ 1ibrium flow is clear ly defined on 
the rising limb of the hydrograph, wh i Ie 100% is not. 

The time to virtual equi librium is given by Larson as 

1/5 m
Lm 

LK qA 
(ll)

1/5 Si=l L. 
1. 

where i is a subscript denoting the reach, In the number of reaches, 

L = accumulative length, 1 = length of the reach, q supply rate, 

A = watershed area, S channel lope and K is a coefficient representing 

the combined effects channel geometry, area shape and channel roughness. 


According to Eq. 11, the time to virtual equilibrium varies in
versely as the 0.2 power of the supply rate. Machmeier (29) (30) [ound 
the time to equilibrium to vary inversely as the 0.23 power uf the supply 
rate. 

3. Time to Peak 

The time to peak, defined as the time from beginning 

rainfall until peak now Usually it is the IIlOSt readily defined 

on recorded hydrographs. For storms () durat;"n less tl,an the time to 

eqUi librium and wi th uniform intens ity, the peak uf the hyJrograpit will 

be clearly defined. For longer and more cOlllplex st:urms the rllnoff hydro-

graph may have multip peaks not well deCilled. 


4. Lag Time 

There are a number of definitions of the lag time, sometimes called 
"basin Horner and Flynt (17) defined the lag time TIc, as time 
difference between the centroid of rainfall and the centroi.d of the run
off hydrograph. 

Snyder (32) in his study of ic hydrugraphs dufined lag lime 
as the time from centroid of raintall to peak of the resulting runoff 

,TIp' ThIs definition, whi Ie less rigorous than the first, 
is much Simpler to apply. lIe found that for the Appalachian mountain 
region the lag time could be expressed as 

(12)Ct (L Lc) O.J 

where L is the length of the main channel from outlet to the divide in 
miles. is the distance [rom the outlet to a point on the main stream 
nearest centroid of the ,,,atershed and Ct is a watershed coefficient. 
The product serves as a measure of the size and shape of the water
shed. The Ct has the value of 1.8 to 2.2 for the Appalachian
region with indication o[ lower values for watersheds with steeper slopes. 
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Taylor and Schwarz (41) in their study of 20 watersheds in the 
North and Middle Atlantic States tound 

C = 0.6/ (13)t 

where S is tlte main chalU1el slope. 

Lins ley, Koh ler and Paulhus (27) expressed lag time ina form simi I ar 
to the expression for time uf concentrat.ion by Kirpi 

Ct (L ) 0.38 (It; ) 

S 

Values vary with watershed characteristics. 

St another defini tion Lhe lag time is as the time difference 
between centroid ,,1' the rainFall and tlle (50%) of the runoff 

Ie this defillitiun requires information ['11 ,he tutal volume 
run,) ff , t simp ler t u eva lua te the po n t SOl, va lunte than the 

centroid the hyril'dl',raph. 

The Sni 1 ConsC!rvation Service (1;2) i11 1 ts handb,)()k cOWiiders lag 
a weighted Lime p[ concentration. It sl1"gests that it is usually 

ient t,) estimate tile lag from r.he empi.rlcal equatilln: 

Tl 0.6 Tc (l5 ) 

In a mure recent l'ubllcatiun, the SCS (43) suggested the low! ng 
equatLm fur estimaLiun elf lag time: 

LO. S (S+1)1.67 
(16)

.5 

where TI lag time in hours, L = length of mainstream to farthest divide 
n feet, average slope of watershed in percent, S (IOOO/eN) - 10 

ami CN is curve numbec representing the watershed's hydrulogic suil 
c\Over characteristics. 

In equation the lag time is cllnsidered a tllncti,m ul' channel 
length, average lope and the uvcrland f I ow retardance as l.'epn,sented by 
the curve number. 

Hickock, Keppel and Rafferty (15) in their study hydn)i5raph 
syn thesi s f,)r sma 11 wa tersheds in arid areas suggcs ted t,,)I) equat Lms fllr 
eSLilllatiun of lag tl!11e. The ficst is 

T 1 Kl ( ) 61 (17) 
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where A is watershed area, S is average slope of watershed, and DD is 
drainage density. For watersheds which dIffer widely in physiographic 
characteristics in some major portion of the area from the rest the 
watershed the equation was given as 

) 0.65 
(18) 

where L is the length from the outlet to the center of gravit.y of the 
sclurce area and loJ is the width of source area. The source area is the 
part of the watershed with appreciably larger average slopes that may 
control the time to peak. 

Bell (3) defines the "representative la,," as the average for 
extreme floods. The representative lag is given as a function the 
watershed area and a coefficient related to vegetation cover of the 
watershed 

= MAO. 33 (19) 

where Lr is representative lag in hours, A is watershed area in square 
miles and ~1 is a coefficient with values from 0.5 to 3.0. Machmeier and 
Larson (30) found lag time to vary inversely with supply rates ami also 
to be a function of rainfall duration. 
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CHAPTER III 

Tum TO VIRTUAL EQUILIBRIUM - THEORETICAL APPROACH 

In natural occurrences uniform supply rates arc very rare even fur 
short dur.ations. For long durations they can be assumed as nonexi tent. 
Thus, the time parameters, time equilibrium or time to virtua equil ib
rium are nnt measurable from hydrographs uf natura events although they 
have definite physical meaning. 

For gaged watersheds, it may be possible to derive the time vir
tual equUibrium by the S-hydrograph of the unit hydrograph method. But 
in doing so linearity is introduced into the system. It has been found 
in practice that the end of the S-curve often does not approach equil ib
rium smoothly making I t rather difficult t\l evaluate the time to virtual 
eqllilibrium accurately. Also, the separatilln of the base [low at the 
end of the recorded hyd rop,raph is not clear ly defi ned, caus ing large 
variations in the time to virtual equilibrium. 

To be useful, the time to virtual equi librium must be capable of 
being determined fur both gaged and ungaged watersheds [rllm the [actors 
that control it, i.e., from the physical characteristics 1)[ the water
shed. The objective uf this study is to investigate the effect of water
shed characteristics on the time to virtual equilibrium. 

The time 
lhe flow at the 
with a constant 
watershed with 

to virtual equilibrium was defined as time required fc)r 
outlet of the watershed to reach virtual (97'%) equilibrium 
supply rate ()f lung duration. Consider now a generalized 

a defined channel system (Fig. 2). 

' .....,: : .,.../"
.' , . /1' <5D,: ",_ 1 

\ / stream order 1··.. i \ // 

I (\ 'P2-/ ...... . 
stream order 2/'~-\~ \-{' - .' 

.' B tream order 3 
• ~ .. ~#': \ . 

. 1. ; ... 
stream order I,..........., ..' .,''' " 


.' ~.., .,.." . 

; -I. " 

stream order 5.....". J ! 
"" '.{ ..... outlet stationo 

5 

Figure 2. ';chematic watershed showing the various stream orders. 
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The arrow at the upper right corner represents the overland flow plane. 

S ta t i on 0 rep res en t s th e poi n t whe re t he over land flow lane j uins the 

e channel and stations I to 4 represent the outlets of stream 
orders 1 to 4, respectively along the main channel. By its definition, 
the lime to virtual equi librium is the point 1m the Dutfl uw hydrograph 
of each s tati on, 0 to when the fluw reaehes Y7;:, of the supply rate 
(Fig. 3). By the time that statilln 0 reaches the rest of the stations 
are still on the rising phase uf the f1ow. to virtual equilibrium 
of any stations along the main channel includes the time that other sla
tions above it have taken to reach Tve. The time difference between 
of any station i, where i>l, the of statiun one will be referred 
to as the channel rise time for sta on i, deducted by and defined by 

Tehi Tvel Tve;! 

1.0 
0.97 

4 

.... 
..c ....... 

c.,.. 
,;. 

o 
T

y_el T
ve2 

Tehl, 

Time, Min, 

Figure 3. Schemati.c hyclrographs for various stream nrdvrs. 

Note that by definition the 
station one is always subtracted

of any talion in 
tream direction to ield the 1'<:h. 

one is always the 
outlet statiun u[ the elementary waU'rslwd

which the lateral inflow duminates 

If the rise of the tributary of stream order 3 that enters the: 
channel below station 3, Fig. 2, i faster than the rise in the main 

from 

in 

main 
chan

nel, a backwater wave wi 11 uccur and it wi 11 move in the upstream direc 
tion at the same time that the fluod wave i moving do\mstrcam. Thus, 
the effect buth waves is include:; in the time t virtual equi] ibrium 

G f s ta til+. 

Assume that no lateral flow exists along the reaches and that 
additional discharge 
end stations of each 

enters 
reach. 

the main channel 
The time to at junction pOints, 

virtual equilibrium can 
at 
be 

a~ 
the 
taken 
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d K ~".4 (29 )
2 

(30)
v = L QU.l 

where W, d and v are top width, m('an depth and velocity respectively, 
Q is the discharge at any point fl~ a given frequency. By continuity 

Q W d v (1) 

and therefore 

1.0 (32) 

The relationships l)f Eqs. 28-30 are of course generalized. Individual 
streams can and dll vary greatly. The wi.dth seems to be the least sensi
tive tll local changes in slope and this relationship will be assumed 
general applicable. 

For wide streams the top width can represent the wetted perimeter. 
Assuming that W is less than but proportional 

l' (33) 

Substituting Eq. 33 and 28 into Eq. 24 the travel time is given by 

Ii nl3/5 (KI/KJ 2/5 
(14 ) 

i Ql/5 S3/l0 1. 
l' 

1 1 

and following the previous derivation, is obtained as 

n 3/5 
KI ) 2/5 -1/5 ~ 

0.317 ( K q L 10 • 1/5 (35)
S.4 1=1 1 

By combining the unknown coefficients and the constant Eq. 35 can be 
given in an empirical form as 

m 3/5 
-l/5 \' i (36)Kq L s 3/10 . 1/5 

i.l 1 

where the value of K has to be evaluated empirically. 
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Although Eqs. 35 and 36 have the advantage of having independent 
variables only in the expression for 'I've' neither equation provides a 
suitable basis for this study. The reasons are: 1) the wetted perimeter 
was related to the discharge only whl Ie all other factors were included 
in a coefficient; 2) the assumption that the top width can represent the 
wetted perimeter holds for low flows when the cross section is wide and 
shallow. For flood flows this assumption is doubtful: 3) the assumption 
that the linear coefficient K4 is constant for all reaches of the water
shed is questionable; and 4) the coefficients wil have to be evaluated 
for each watershed. 

It was decided instead to utilize Eq. 27 as the basis for analysis. 
The coefficient in Eq. 27 is of known value and the problem is to express 

as a function of the independent measurable factors. 

An analytical expression of the wetted perimeter of a given reach 
as a function of the discharge can be derived from Manning's equation for 
a triangular cross section as 

Q3/8l' (31)
i 1 

in which is a coefficient, constant the reach, given by 

n 4 (z + 1) ] 5/.)3/8[ (38)
1/2{ 

Lt.') S " 

where is the side s ratio. 

For a trapezoidal cross section an analytical expression of this 
t)'pe cannot be derived, since the relationship of P and Q depends on 
the bottom width also. For given S, n and cross section geometry a 
reach, the wetted perimeter and the discharge can be calculated for normal 
flow at various depths by Manning's equation. Fig. 4 presents a schematic 
diagram of log vs. log Q for a given reach. 

It can be seen that the line is flat for low discharges and becomes 
steeper for higher discharges. The line approaches asymptotically the 
slope of a triangular cross sectiun. This can be expected since the 
relative effect of the flat channe bottum diminishes as Q and l' increase. 
A change in the bottom width will shi It the I ine at low discharges but 
the line wi1l still approach the line for triangular shape at high dis
charges. A change in the side slope ratiu will 5h ift the ine for the 
triangular cross section and the lines of trapezoidal shape will change 
accordingly. Based on this relationship of P and Q, an expression for 
the wetted perimeter as a function of the independent factors of the 
watershed will be derived in Chapter VII following the presentation ()f 
the watershed model, 

The derivation of an equation for the time to virtual equilibrium 
is based on many assumptions and generalizati ems that will be carefully 
studied later in this study. Ti,e assumptiun that the unsteady flow close 
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Fir,ure 4. 	 Schematic diagram of relationship of the wetter perimeter VB. 

discharge for a given reach. 

to equi librium conditi on can be approximated by uniform flow at equil ibrium 
is the most doubtful. With backwater effect the flow at equilibrium s 
unsteady and nonuniform. Thus, the validity of this assumption is ques
tionable and will have to be tested subject til the results backwater 
effect on the tIme to virtual equi 1 ibrium. Eq. 27 will have to be modi 
fied accordingly, or another approach considered. 

An assumption was made that at the time the flow at the outlet 
reaches 97% of the supply rate most of the channel system above a certain 
point close to the outlet flows at equi librium conditi ons. The calcula
tion should proceed to this point, which is rather difficult to evaluate. 
Similarly it can be argued that, at the time to virtual equilibrium, the 
lower 97% of the watershed is contributing to the flow at the outlet. 
At this time the flow in most of the channel system is at equilibrium 
and the lower part is above 97% of equilibrium flow. Thus, the channel 
system to consider in the calculation can be the lower 97% of the water
shed area. 

It was also assumed that no lateral flow exists and all flow enters 
the upper end of each reach. Lateral flow tends to become insignificant 
compared with the total flow in the reach at the downstream reaches but 
at the upper reaches, and especially at the elementary channel, it i:> 
most signi ficant and the flow here cannot be considered uniform. For 
small watersheds the travel time of overland flow and of the elementary 
channel are the major part of the while in very large watersheds it 
becomes inSignificant. Further of Tve is presented in a later 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE MODEL WATERSHED 

The time virtual 1 ibrium cannot be; measured ,)r evaluat"d 
from recorded hydror,raphs natural events since, by definition, it 
requires a constant supply rate over a very long duration. If an anaLy
sis of the effect of each physical watershed characteristic on the time 
parameter is sought, each factor shouLd be varied independently and this 
again is not possible n natural watersheds. However, such an analysis 
can be done with a mathematical model. 

Except for very small watersheds, most ()f the ti deelay will 
occur in the channel system. The time to virtual equi li.brium starts from 
the beginning rainfall excess, at which the elementary channel ;;tarts 
to flow. Therefore, the channel system s~ould be represented by the 
model 

The mathematical watershed model should, as nearly as possible, 
satisfy the following requirements: 

1) 	 the input to the tem should be the runoff supply, 

2) 	 the flood flow should be simulated through the system by use 
of the differential equations describing the process 111' un
steady flow in open channels, 

3) 	no assumptiwl of linearity or steady ow approximation should 
be introduced into the model, 

4) 	effect of translation as we as ef fec t of s telrage shou ltl be 
incorporated, 

5) 	all factors represented Eq. 27 should be included in the 
model as constants which can be, varied independently, and 

6) 	 the output of the model should be the watershed outflow 
hydrograph at a selected downstream station. 

To deve lop a channe I sys rem under the above cri teria a mode 1 wa ter
shed was synthesized following in general the model watershed used by 
Machmeier (29). However, several basic changes and uther improvements 
were made, making it necessary to construct the model from the beginning. 

A. Size and Shape 

The model watershed was to be about 10 square Illi les in area and to 
agree as close as practical natural conditions. Gray (11) in his 
study of measurable physical characteristics and their relation to hydro
graphs 0 [ Sma 11 wa tersheds found tha t 

';'68L ~ 1. 40 	 (39) 
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where L is the 
the ma in channe I in les and A is the watershedarea in square 

This is based on analysis of 64 watersheds ranging in 
sj ze [rom one half a square mi Ie to over a thDusand square miles 
with percent confldence I ilTli ts. Stall and Fok (39) in their study 
stream geometry suggested the foll\lwing relation 

Ln A = -0.7.5 + 1. 19 U (40) 

where A is the area in square miles and U is the proportional stream order 
as defined by Stall and Fok. The stream order depends em the scale of 
the map used to define it and the "neff; ent 0.25 depends un the si7.e 
of the \<atershed deSignated as stream ()rder <me. By Eq. 40 the arl'a for 
strl'am urder one is 2. square mi I es. In order to reduce the si7.e down 
to the elementary channel that js fed by the nveriand fLcHy this coefficient 
wi \1 have to change to -5.010. From the plot given by Stall and Fok the 
area a given stream artier can be given by 

Au 3 I + 

where the subseri 
dentltes the stream Drder. This indieates that a 


YJatershed t}f a given stream nrder is composed three waLershcds uf 

the smaller ',)r'der. Hachmeier (29) in his model used seven branches of 

srnaller stream ()rder t(1 Cl)mpOSe the watershed l)[ a gLven stream nrder. 

It was del'ided to usc five branches and follow Gray' relation as 

closely as Possible. 


The shape factllr commonly defined as 

l" L2/A
s (41) 

where Fs is the shape rac t,)r) Lis length mai n channe lin mi I es and 

A is watershed area in square miles. Substituting Gray's relat; p

[or L in Eq. 41, 

.136F 1.96 s 

whi.ch indicates that the shape factor is not eonstant, but changes as 

the 0 136 power of the watershed area. Thus, Eq. 39 indicates that 

complete geometric similarity does not exist between watersheds dif
ferent siZe. 

Using Gray's relationship (Eq, 39), a trial and error procedure was 
used to develop the total watershed a series of unit watersheds with 
five branches of the smaller stream order composing the next stream order. 

Tlie unit waterslled was chosen like Machmeier' s (39) as 32 acres or 
0.05 square miles in area. The length and width of the unit \<atershed 
was varied for various trials so that the watershed closely approximates 
Eq. 39. The length of 17')0 feet and a width of 800 feet was found to 
give best fit, makin[; the llverland flow length 400 feet. 
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The angle between the main channel and the tributary was assumed 
to be 45 degrees. In the trial and error process other angular values 
were tested as well as a scheme where the angle varies wit.h the stream 
order, but were found less agreeab I wi th Eq. 39. 

The main channel was assumed to be a straight ine with identical 
tributaries both sides the main channel. Fig. 5 shows the general 
arrangement of the watershed uni ts. Table I gives the waterShed area, 
len[;th and shape factor of the model watershed for each stream order. 
As shown by the calculated value in the last column, Gray's general re
lationship (Eq. 39) is closely apprllximated. 

Stream Watershed Main channel Shape Calculated 
order area length [actor length (Eq. 39) 

sq. mi. ml. III i . 

O. O. :n 2.18 0.26 

2 0.25 D.65 I. 68 O. 

1. 2.69 1. 7l 

1+ 8.28 .5~ 2.54 4.6'; 

Table 1. HodeL watershed l('ngth-area relationsbip. 

B. Overlanci Fluw 

The runoff supp is tille input to the channel phase "f flo\>!. It is 
defined as the uverland flow as it enters the channe I sys No avai 1
able data was found to be uscd as input to the Jllodel. Thus overland 
llnw had to be routed ["1' use in the model. Ha,'iuneie'r (29) usod c tant 
excess rainfall ruuted by the dimensionless hydr<J.r;raph proposed by Morgali 
(30) for l he ris ing part) and by the I i ncar dep let i un equa t ion q 
fDr the recession part. \.Joolhjser and Liggett (4i) in their 
unsteady flo\< lrver a plane conclude that "In general there is no :,;ingle 
dimensionless rising hydnJgraph overland flo\<. Jlo\.;evcr, most field 
cases approach kinematic wave suluti 

The kinl,mat i wave "olutiun overland flow docs Dot i Ive any 
linear assumption (either in the ri illg part l'r in the recession part. 
Although this tudy considecs flows equilibrium only, the model was 
developed for testing of most general cases ;neluel reu,di flows. 
Therefore, the kinematic wave solutilltl was used to route the overland 
flow. 

S inee thl' tudy c (Jns idered the channel phase wi til no probab U Ity 
aspeet involved, e,xcess rainfall was used as input to land phase 
of the now thus el iminating all faetors that arc e[fccted by c Limat 
eonditions. A detailed description the overland flow model is given 
in a later chapter, 
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rr:; 

Outlet of 
order 3 

Outlet of stream order 2 

:\.,.: '1, 

Outlet of stream order 4 

Figure 5. 	 Schematic uiagram of the model watershed. (Nost of the 
tributaries omitted on left hand side) 

C. Elementary Channel 

An assumption was made in the model that no lateral inflow takes place 
and that all additional discharges are addeu to the channel system at jUIlC

tion points. Mli Ie the assumption is reasonable for dowllstream reaches 
where lateral inflow, if it exists, will be a relatively small portion 

the total flow in the channel, is defini wrong for the elementary 
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channel. Hachmeier (29) assumed the ,;[ the lCIlCmentary channel 
to folltJw the llvc:rland dimensL'nless hydr,'grapil. The inematic wave 
solution, huw<.:.ver 1 can bL' used td ruute the I lll\oJ thr ...Hlgh a cl1anne 1 
latt~ral in£luw, f,)re, thj h,_,J l~uutin.v:. the l,)w WclS uL 
for the elem(;lltary (Ilmmel r"lJt 

HA separatE.; cumpul-eL prugram usvd td L Lilt' excess raj nlall 
for the ,lverland fluw. (llllflllW ilydl"ogl"apli ,·f ,)vc'rLand fl was then 

as inpu t f,H::- rnu t i ng the (~] C1;}C~Il C hanne I by t he same t: nmpu
tel" prugram. The routing Challll(·1 system s I rum thl lIppper
most junct ion lemenLary ( 

D. Channel Characteristl S 

'11](-, Us" uf COlit i pr,)c'eJures requires that channe 1 character
istics u£ cruss Lioll and si,)pe be fLned at each L pllinL (Ir tatidll 
at which tbe luli(n) .,f velocity, dqJtli anJ discharge is l:c' be ,·alculated. 
Machme.ier (2'1) ined Lhe mail] I ,bllttull1 width anu ide s lupes 
as a tidn ()i' watvrsilcd area, basc~cl \'11 Id-Nadd~H:k (2';) relat:ilHl
shil:6 .28-30), as lnse as jlossible to ill south
eastern Ninnesota. l,is model values were 
for each station al L1IC' channel In tili s s the bas i C relati,m 
of the bottom widtli and cilanne li,m "I" area 
was retained. All channel characteris were treated as pussi
ble vaciables [n the llludel. 

Values uf channel slupe, dianne buttum \1idth and channel 
slope were set for the so-called "standard cundit,un" by using M.achme.ier's 
(29) funcLions. The "si-andard i ion" was tallen as an intermeuiate 
value in each case. Table 2 gives the "standard conelition" values fur 
the model watershed. ci,anne 1 charac Leri s tics w<:re constant lihrllugh
out each reach. 

E. Channel Ruuglmess 

The frictional resistance as expressed }1.anni.ng'.s (:qualit)n is used 
in th is study. The use of flnll as a measure uI roughness was ,lr i g l na lly 
established for steady uniform now, all-iwugh many inv(,sl tdrs have 
also employed it to unsteady fluw lellis. Chow (7) recognizes that, 
whi le engineers c\)mrnunly assume a le value lIn" lur a 
channel, it is a variable and depends em factors such as surface r(lllgll
ness, vegetal.ion, channel alignment anu larities, silti and 
scour; , size and shape channel, stage discharge. AlthelUgh it 
is generally agreed that the value of n varies with slage Lhere is lack 
of agreement as nature and magni tude the varia ons. isaac' 
Stoker and Troesch (19) in their study of the Ohio River, found that n 
increases with stage. However, in their simulated routing, us<:d 
constant values fur all flow uepths since their study sh,'wed the 

diu not change apprec iably. Nachmeier (29) used a tan t 
n c O.04 L)r the watershed for all runs of various supply rates 

and uurations. This value was llsed as "standard condition" in s 
stuuy. The roughness coefCi.cicnt n '·JaS varied from to O.Ot> t 
cover a wide range of natural it10n8. 
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Tab Ie 2. Watershed channel system geometry 

Reach Bottom Side Slope Channel Channel 
Hidth Ratio Slope Roughness

Ft. ft/ft lin" 

2 I+. 0 1.0 .0047 0.04 

3 1,.5 1.0 .0043 0.04 

4 (L 5 1.0 .0043 0.04 

5 6.0 1.0 .0033 0.04 

6.5 1 0 .0033 0.04 

7 7.5 1.0 .0033 O.Ot+ 

7. 1.0 .0030 0.04 

9 7.5 l.0 .00lO 0.04 

to 10. 1.0 0.04 

11 11. 5 1.0 .0024 O.Dh 

12 12. I.D . (]021 0.04 

13 l 1. () 1.0 .0021 O. (V, 

F. Chanm:l JUIlcl 

14l1c,never a change occurn:d in the channe characleristics, 
or additional Llow was ('I.'nsider(~d, tIlt's illion was 5~l as a .junclio[l 
At the:se points staLion numbcrs ass igned ttl tit" last lal" 
the uppcr rcaC"1t and t" the C.irst stat illn of the lower realli. 
tance bctween the 1"14ll tatillllS was considered infinitesimal. TIll' "freet 
D[ backwatcr channel storage and thus "11 Lime til virtual "qui I ibriunl1)[1 

\vas r<":cl)gnizt:!d and lhe s,)lutll'!n was ~et HFlnw" cl)ntinuousLy through 
hc trons taking til account the bal-kwater. 

It Has assumed that tile Illean annual ('1od Cl)l1trdis the Ll)ogitudinai
profi le elj I. he stream bed, and that at 

flO\<l the water profl is 
closes tll I 11 Nachmeier (29) [uunt! that the mean annual flood 

southeastern NinnC's,.>ta [ur wal(:rsileds uf sizes simi lar 1"0 hi.s model 
(21. 35 square mi I tn 1+9 l'ubi (' Cc'et per second per square de 
(cfsm). Al allY channel juncti,J!1, tlte drainage area incn,asC's and the 
annual. fluoei rc:asc:s also. Thus, at l'aciI junction, rite: channel C]'l'SS 

it)ll was increased accLJrding to th(~ LCOPl)ld-N'atldock relation. Assum
the water surface e:leval:iol1 equal above and low the junction, the 

bed c"ievali"rl "f the downstream stati,m is 'ven by 

H + Y - Y, 
u u u 
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where the subscripts u and d denote the upstream and downstream stations 
of the junction, respectively, H 1S the bed elevation and Y is the flow 
depth. This indicates that a drop, D, given by 

D = H - Il (42)
d u 

exists at each junction where the drainage area increases. 

G. 11le Main Channel Model 

The routing is performed along the main channel I)f the model. The 
uppermost station, Station 1, is the outlet of the elementary channel. 
This station is considered as the end station of stream order one. 
Station 2 is the downstream station of the first junction. At this sta
tion the flow from two more elementary watersheds enter the main channel 
from both sides. No backwater was considered at this junction with no 
effect in the elementary channels. The combined discharge of the three 
unit watersheds flows through reach 2 to the upstream statilm, of the 
next junction, Station 34. At Station 35 two more elementary channels 
are discharging into the main channel. Backwater effect is considered 
in the main cbanne I but not in the tributar es. By th is scheme, d isre
garding backwater effect into the tributaries or "fL)ating" them at the 
junction, the discharge of all first stream order tributaries are equal 
for any given watershed time regard less of the i r locati on in the water
shed model. If backwater effect were considered in the elementary mod
els, its effect would have been a function of time as well as location, 
making it necessary to route the flow in every tributary separately. 
By using the "floating" scheme the flow needs to be routed along the 
main channel only. 

Station 51 is the end statIon of stream order 2. Since the dis
charge of this station is to be used as the discharge the tributaries 
for the next stream order the junction is considered "fboating" and no 
backwater is allowed tLl pass through thi s juncti"n. 

Four tributaries of stream order 2 enter in two junctions into the 
main channel. In order to fill the gap in area and to satisfy the length
area relation (Eq. ]9), four unit watersheds and two junctions are added. 
Fig. 5 shows the general arrangement nf the model watershed. Table 
gives the information nn distance along the mai.n channel, watershed 
area, station numbers, and the drop at each junction. 

At this time it should be mentioned that a watershed model follow
ing Eq. 1+0 wou ld have requ 1red nine "floating" juncti ons along the main 
channel. Also, the large number junctions required would have caused 
a lack of agreement with Eq. 39. 
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stations 

Reach 
Begin End length 

Reach Sta. Sta. ft. Hi. 

2 2 34 35.38 0.22 

3 35 51 35.38 0.11 

4 52 8/+ 5/L 65 0.33 

5 83 101 . 65 0.11 

6 102 150 5/;.65 0.50 

151 54.65 O. 17 

8 168 184 107.71 0.17 

9 217 107. 1 0.65 

o 218 242 107. 7 1 L50 

11 243 283 107.71 0.81 

12 284 308 101.71 0.50 

13 117 107. I 0.17 
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Area 
Sq. Hi. 

.15 

.25 

.25 

.75 

.85 

1.35 

1.45 

1. I, 5 

4.37 

4.87 

1.78 

8.29 

Drop 
ft. 

.2424 

[Iaating 

.7827 

.0554 

.3283 

.1622 

floating 

1.6556 

1. 1I, 21 

.0868 

float ing 

CHAPTER V 

OVERLAND AND ELEMENTARY CHANNEL MODEL ROUTING 

The Land phase of runoff is an extremely ('omp Lieated ieal 
SySI'",ll wi stochastic inputs. However, unee watershed parameters, 
the initial conditions and the inputs are ified in phYSical terms, 
tbe system becomes deterministic. For surface run,)ff cllnsideratiolls the 
system includes an land flow plane ischarging as lateral infLllw to 
the elementary channel The flow i unsteady and spatial varied. The 
lateral inflow to the overland plane i excess rainfall that can vary in 
space and time . 

I:::zard (20) in his study ,lj' c'xperimentaL data suggested an [rical 
dimensionless hydrllgrapll in wll ell the c'rfects of' the surface J:'l.lughnlCSS, 
slope and length as well as the excess ralnfa 11 rates ace "OilS i 
His excl'llent data are sti Ll useel (or comparis()n. M')rgal i (32) used 
the unsteady flt'w dynamic' equatilms a mathematical I 01 "verland 
flow and suggested a dimensionless hydr,'gral'h,lti,lC" than Iz%anl's. 
Wooding (46) used tile kinematic equations [nr amilytical ludy o[ water
shed runoff. Brakensiek (5) used the kinematic equations to Simulate 
overland and channeL flows. 

Woolhiser and Li (I,7) L'"mpared ll,c var i "llS Illl:Liw<is ling 
wit.h Izzard's data. They pn1p.lsed a [,[nematic parameter K defined as 

K.o S L 
liF 

l'\ r 

where Sis the s lope, L 
downstt'eam end lur equi 
numb"r and Va is the ve 

cllgth, 
um d j schargc, Fr 

at the cI 

lIo is l1()rmal depth at the 
is the Fr,)ude 

end [or equi I ibri dis
charge sh",,,cd thut K> 10 a llt<ldel based "11 tlte kitwmat tile"ry 
gave apl'rllximately tile same results as a 1l\(1tl,d based the [lIl dynamic 
equation and can represenl' "'<1st field cases. An excellent literature re
view IS aiSl) .Inc in their w(lrk. 

A. Kinematic Wave luti un 

Cutlslder an impermeable surface l1f L, ,.;lupe S and a
uni t. widtll perpendi cuiar 6, where r is excess
raInfall rate per unit the dlmensi (Ins inehes per unit ime.The discharge per uni t steady flow is 

q .~ a (43 ) 

kinematic wave method assumes that the slowly varied flc,W can 
be rept'esented by this steady flow equation, prllvidillg that Froud,' 
number, ,is less than Eq. 43 can be used for both laminar and 
turbul lows, depending on the values a and m. 

For two dimensional) unsteady liver a pLane surface, the cOl1ti
nui ty equatl has the form 
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Figure 6. Overland flow plane. <a) definition. (b) rising stage. 
(c) 	 receding Btage. 
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q + Ix 	 (44 ) 

where the subscripts x and t denote partial derivatives with respect to 
distance and time, respectively. The kinematic wave velocity C is given
by 


c iq; m a 

dy (45) 


Next, let 


£9.; 
ox (46) 


Since q in Eq. 43 is a function of y only, 2!l 

is a total derivalive andoy 

.it C 
'IX (47) 


Eq. 44 therefore becomes 


+ c 	2Y I (48) 


In Eq. 44, y is a fune t ion () f x and t. Thus 


?i£ +2Y 
(IX ot (49) 


and 


c (50) 


Therefore, 


+ 	C i:lv ~ I 
elx dt (51) 

111e 	 In i t ia 1 and boundary e ond it ions are 


y o at t 
 o for all x 

y [) at x o for all t. 

Thus, two s imn 1 taneous equations are obtained, 

I, 
(52) 

and 
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is 
integral 

elx 
dt Substituting Eq. 61 into Eq. 59 and changing I to units of inches per(53) 

hour, 
5 5

For the general case the excess rainfall intensity to 
t 56.3 	 (62)

is e 5 3/ 10 

bounded for any finite range of integration ami y is for 

all t's. 


vary wi th time and to be spatially uniform. The 

Norgali 00) used the dynamic equations in his studies. He obtai ned the 
empirical relationshipIf the excess rainfall intensity is assumed constant and non-variable 


with respect to time an analytic solution can be obtained as shown by 

Wooding (46). For this case, the time to equilibrium or time to virtual 
 LO.59} n O. 605 

59.6 	 (63 )equilibrium can be defined. SO.38 1°. 388 

By i ntegratioll Eq. 52 becomes 
Note that, except for 5, the exponents and the oefficients agree closely. 

Y I t 	 (54) 
The solution [or the kinematic wave routing can be achieved by two 

methods: 1) approximating Cq. 44 by a finite difference equation basedand from the ini tial conditions and at time to equilibrium, 
on a grid pt'ints in the x-t plane. sellving for y and substituting y 
into Eq. 43 and 2) sulving the Grdinary dUferential equations, Eqs. 52I t 	 (55)I, and 53. forward integration from the given ini tial condi tiun by any 

I: 	 of the standard numer; ca I pn'cedures. In til s case, Eqs. )2 and 5 J are111e discharge at equilibrium is 
solved simultaneously along the characteristic lines In lh~ x-t plane 

1[1,\ In spaced by t. Values nf y and t at which each characteristic inc interqe I L a 
sects the Line = I are Cound by interpeJiation and q i given by Eq. 41.

Iii!
" I 

and The stahi I ity of the solut i on by tile first method depends un the 
finite di [fercnce scheme and tl,e spacing the nel points in tlw x-t 

( I a L ) lim (57) 	 plane, as shown by [jrakel1si_ek (5). The rising I "f the hydrograph 
is a sm»»)tl1 "s" shape curve and approaches the equi librium state asymptoti 
cally. 

Solving for te from Eqs. 55 and 57, 

In the sel'llnd metlwd the stabill ty is insured by using small lime 
steps. The ri sill,\!; limb of the hyurt)graph dnes not show the liS" type 

, ) 1/01 curve found in ie Ld data but rises steeply and intersects with the(58) 
line of constant supply ral-es. 

Tile second method was chosen in this study ince the method ofEq. 58 shows that the time to equilibrium is definitely a function 
charaele'rist s was als,.> llsed in Iving the dynamic equations [or thethe supply rate. 
channel rout i The solution ,'an be applied any general case and 
the input can bc given as tant or variable by array llr equation.The time to equilibrium is given by 
Eqs. 57. and we.re solved Simultaneously by a simple Runge-Kutta inte
gration routine for xed time increments for values of y and x at t. 

t (59) Interpolal ion was used for values of y and t at x = L.e 

TI,e steady state [luw is given by the general form of q = 
ExpreSSing by Nanning's formula, it becomes Laminar or turbulent flow conditicms will determine the values of a and 

m. For laminar flow m = :3 ami a = gS/3~,wbere 5 is the slope, g is 
gravitational and.J is the kinematic viscosity. For turbu1. 49 y 5/3 I L, (60) 	 lent flow a = 1. m = 5/3.

n c 

and 

u 

3/5 3/5 	 B. Overland Flow Si.mulation 
q D e (61)

5 SJ/lO Various investigators have tried to fit the various flow equations 
experimental data. Izzard (20) obtained the relationship 
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3 
y (64) 

where y is average depth flow on the plane, and 

k (0.0007 I + c)/SI(3 (65) 

where I is rainfall intensity, S is the plane slope and c is a retarrlance 
coefficient with values given for various surfaces. The exponent of y 
is the same as for laminar flllW, therefore 

a }f (66) 

which shows that alth,)ugh Izzard used laminar flow, he defined knot 
only by fluid properties but as a function surface roughness and theIi 
additional retardanee as affcct"d by the rainfall intcnsity. 

Schaake (37) in his study of synthesis overland flow hydrographs 
in urban paved areas used laminar flow foY the over lawj flow and turbulent 
flow for the elementary channel. He the fricLiun ('oefficient f as 
defined by Darcy-Weisbach equation. Thc coefficient f was reluted ex
perimentally to Reynolds numb"r by 

f c/ R 
e 

where Re is the Reyno Ids number and c is coefficicnt evaluated from ex
perimental data. Harbaugh and Chow (13) introduced a conc<2pt.ual measure 
of roughness N' given by 

-xN' (67) 

where x is an exponent assumed by Harbaugh (13) to be a function of 
slope only and W is the coefficient watershed roughness equal to 

c 

W + + e, (68)
c LV 

a coefficient accounting for variations of MaIlning' s n wi th depth, 
is a coefficieIlt based on added resistance due to rain drop impact 

at the water surface, and is the coefficient based on the variation 
of rain drop impact for depths of flow, y. N' Is then used in 
Manning's formula. is given as a func bon of the ra infa U intensi ty 

the form 

(69) 

where z is an exponent. For constant I the value of is constant. 
If Eq. 69 with We constant is substituted into Manning s formula, 
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q-~ .L:.12 (5/3 + x)
y 

In effect, a constant roughness cuefficient "ther than n and a constant 
exponent for y greater than 5/1 is obtained. 

Murgali (32) suggested that the fluw is laminar during the early 
portion of the flow but f,-,unel that turbulent flow equation gives a 
better overa II result. All li terature rcviewed indicates that the coef
ficient friction cannot be selected from the usual qual itative descrip
tion r the I surface. 

An attc'm[> was made to evaluate m and a in Eq. by fitting model 
results to experimental data by Izzanl. Since the flow was shown to 
vary between laminar to turbulent, it [lOllows that the eXI'(lnent m will 
vary accllrdingly between Jt" ')(3 respeeli.vely, and as shown by 
Harbaugh (12) ,may be allY va l.u(: i 11 bct"een. 

111ree values m were I'ried awl compared to experimental data that 
was available. For turbulent flenv, IS f"rmula was used with 
m = 3 and tIlL> cllrresponding a 1.49 S Vari('us values of n were 
tried in ureler tl) obtain the best fil on the risin!!; limb or the hydro
graph. 

FClr laminar fl"w the eX!ll>ncnt was and Ille eorresponding a 
value was takc,n as i vcn by Parsons (32) 

a 
J.~ 

where S, g and are as defined before and K (not the k used by Izzard) 
is defined by 

K ~ 

where Ya is Ihe actual measured depth and is the theoretical depth 
as caleulated by the laminar flow equati on. K vary from 1.0 
to 10 for surfuce roughnesses froIll very smuoth to grass surfaces. 
Values of K were varied tel obtain the best fit Dn ing part the 
hydro!!;rapb. 

For the case hetween laminar and turbulent flow, m=2 was takcn Eol
the concept "75 percent turbulent flow" as suggested Ho I:' ne I:' 

and (18). In their study, dLscharge is given by q = and 
a = s Values of given fllr two special caSeS eml v. An at
tempt express a, fol Harbaugh, in the form 

1.49 S a 
(c 12) y 1/3 

for constant I failed hecause of insufficient data. Since the effect 
the various exponents was of interest at this time, an initial value 

was assumed and then varied to l1btain best fit the rising hydro
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Table eives the surrunary of the exponents m, the correspond Lng 
forms of a and the values of roughness found to fit the rising part of 
Izzard's run No. 173 best. Run No. 173 was chosen randomly from the 
available data. 

Value of Form of 
Exponent m Coefficient a Rising. ___RE!ceiding 

Turbulent '5/3 1.49 SC/ n n 0.0145 n = 0.009 

7 YX, Turb. 2 k
h kh 525 k. = 700 

Laminar 3 gS/3.:) k = l. 45 k = 1.45 

Table !L Values and forms of q = fitted to Izzard's run No. 173. 

Figure 7 shows the best-fit computed results for the three exponents 
cnmpared to Izzard's run No. 173. It can be seen that, although all lines 
agree reasonably well with the experimental data for the rising hydro
graph, the laminar model came to equilibrium a 1 ttle short of the supply 
rate and shows a convex trend on the sec rise. In general, for the 
larger exponents the computed hydrographs tarts flatter but becomes 
steeper as the f I ow approaches equ (libr i um. In view of Moreal i 's con

lusions and considering the fact the Manning's n can be selected for 
various surfaces while kh values will have to be fitted to experimental 
data it was decided to represent F:q. 43 for the rising part by turbulent 
flow expressed by Manning's formula. 

In all cases the computed results of the recession part did not 
agree with the field data This can be expected in light of Harbaugh's 
conceptual watershed roughness, since Ci and Civ vary with rainfall in
tensity and, after cessation of the rain, should come a constant 
minimum value, smaller than Manning' n. 

Another set of tests were run for fitting of the recession part of 
the hydrograph. Eq. 43 expressed by Manning' ~ formula with n ~ 0.014') 
was used for a periods uf rainfall. For the recession part the expo
nents as in the first series were used, and for each exponent the best 
fi ttinL\ value elf the roughness fficient was found. These values are 

ven in Table 1+ for the recessional part. 

Fig. 8 shows the best fitting hydrograph for each exponent in com
parison with Izzard's run No. 173. All calculated hydrographs agree 
well th the field data. In the laminar recessi.on flow, except for the 
concave shape the secl1nd rising limb, the agreement is very good. 
Since this ("u!leave shap(" which s in contrast to the regular shapes of 
riSing hydroL\raph, could be explained, tllrbulent flow expressed by 
Manning' formula was chosen to represent the recession part, following 
the same arguments as for the rising part. 

Roughness coefficients n = O.014~ and n = 0.009 were established 
for the rising part and the rec(cssion part respectively, for Izzard's 
run 173 having a surface made of commercial slate roofing-felt im
pregnated wiLh asphaJ t. Simulated results were compared to three more 
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sets of exper imenta I data which had the same surface. Izzard's runs No. 
174, 133, and 134 were used, wi th the same roughness ients. The 
test fae are given in Table 5. 

Table 5. Des factDrs of land flow tests s lated by the nwde 

~, 

Izzard's Length Slope Rainfall
,-,j ;:l 
oj .J:l 

I-< I-< Run No. (ft. ) (ft/ft) Intensity (in/hr)
'" ,g. c: 

rn
'" '" 	 'rl8 
·rl 	 8 

c: 173 	 o..., b'':: ':'J 
,n ~ ::; 

'-' '" X 
Ul 	 174 72 .04 1.90'" ~ 

~ 
.-< 	 "u 

'-' ro 	 13 72 0.005 J. 67 
N 
N 

H 134 72 O.OOS 1. 87 

ro--.t +J.-< 
'U 301 0.0 56 

'"0 

.-< 

u 
ro Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show the compari on the simulated bydrographs 

and the experimentai data. the runs of .04 the (lve'rall agree'" 
5N 'M 
" ment is very wh iLl' t:he, run th S ~ 0.00'; that an 

.-< 
<l) larger than II give better agreement at the bcgLnning of the ri.sing'-' 
0. .. ~ ; X limbs since the experimelltal data show a "flatter" rise. 'lhc instantaneous 

S OJ increase in the discharge' at the end the rainfall appears in all simu
·U 
,~ lated hydrt'graphs al in some ,"asC's it s lar'get' titan the eXI'('rimenta 
ro0 dj 

.-< r. 	 data...... 
"'H ,., '" To further test the simulation mudel a comparison wirh I;;:zard's run 
en 
;:l 

Q) 	 No. 301 was tried. The surface was blue grass turL The I'est fact()rs.., 	
are given in tab .5. "q. 43 was expressed as [ore by Manni formu

00 
'"0 '" 	 la and the roughness coefficient was varied for the rising limb and theQ) '-' 

'" ro ro0. 	 recession part reapec ively to obtain the best tit. 
,4 
::; c: 

a 
,~ .,..... 	 Fig. 12 shows the simulated ltydrograph compared t the cxperimenta'" 
Ul '" 	 data. A value of n ~ 0.4 gave best overall agreement Oil the rising

VJ 4..J '"Q) 
o () 	 limb but no single value of n gave any satisfactory agreement on the re

OJ
C .., 	 cession part. Foster, Huggins, and Meyer (10), in their study f simu
0 	 lation of overland flow noticed the same phenomenon and sugges that 

.,...,j ("'") "' ..,"'" 	 the percentage i I surface covered bv the flow should be c,)flsidered
roM 

--.t 	 0. for inti Itra~ion. explanation docs-not satis the case of Izzard's 
Ie a a run s the surface was an impervi one. A variable exponent and 
uZ roughness voefficient as suggested by Harbaugh (13), appears necessary 

to obtain good agreement. 

,,' Two I i rations of the 1 should be idered. , in all 
the simulati on runs the purpose was to test the roughness and the laminar 
or turbulent response. The length of the overland flow plane in the simu
lali.on runs was 72 feet. The length ()f the ,)Verland l<>w plane in the 

o model watershed is 400 feet, considerably l,mger than tilat of the i 

--.t mental data. 11,e 's overland flnw length elf t might be 
long 	cnmpared with natural vases. Hnwever, if it is assumed that channel

and interfL,w is ignored, this length an}w accepted 
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Figure 9. 	 Simulation ot Izzard's run No. 174, using turbulent 
flow and two roughnesses 

The second limitation is Llie definil inn ,,[ excess rainfall. In 
order to simplify the model amI avoid (>nlplieations caused by infil 
tration and interflow the excess rainfaU raLes were used as input. 
The excess rainfall rate is de !led by 

I I 

1 v-

where I is the excess rainfall rate, v is the rainfall rate, and f is 
the infiltration rate assumed spatially uniform and positive, i e., no 
interflow. 

Since v and f are each a di fferent [unction of time, I is also a 
function of time different than that of v or f. At the time when the 
rain stops and v 0 we assume that the excess rainfall I ~ O. This 
implies that at this time the infi ltration rate is also f O. Tid s 
implication is definitely wrong since the infi ltration continues to draw 
from the surface storage. Hence, the definition of excess rainfall is 
over-simplified and although applicable for the rainfall period is rather 
unsat isfactory for the recess OIl period except for experimental plots 
\"i th impervi,lus surfaces. 

Since in this study the object was t,l simulate the ehanne phase 
of flow to equilibrLum and simulation of the overland phase of flo\-l 
was necessary to obtain runoff supp , the factors upon \-IhlCh the mudel 
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Figure 10. 	 Simulation of Izzard's run No. 13 , using turbulent 
flow and two roughnesse". 

was deveLlped as describetl above were accepted. Eq. 43 was represented 

by Manning's fOLlnu 1a as turbu lent [low and the roughness coe ff i.e ient was 
taken n = 0.2 as accepted by Machmeier fo1luwing Morgali' recommendation 
for overland flow. Macbmeier also found the average land slope in south
western Hinnesota to be 10.2 percent. This value ,,,as used in the over
land flow simulation in this study. All factors of the overland flow 
were kept constant in this study. 
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.-l 0C. The Elementary Channel Simulaticlfi 
C 
0 

.,..;
The uni t watershed area was taken as 800 x 1750 '" .-l 	 ... 

ro prev The unit watershed arrangement is shown .-l 
N ::lel(2mentary channel was assumed to be formed by thG intersection of the 	 .-l Fi.,..;

<lYer! [L,W planes. determined the channel shape as a triangular Ul 

cross section ,.;jtll th" side slopes equal slope of the <lverland 0 

flc'w plane, i.e., lO.2 percent, and a length l7S0 feet. M 
N 
M 

co 	 'lJ1118 runoff supply, routed by the overland flow is the input til the "::lchannel phase. Since the runoff supply enters the elementary channel bO 
.,..;

laterally ti18 k'nematic wave solution was lIsed for simulation of the flow. '" "" 
For the elementary channel, Eq. 43 becomes 

'T 

Q=ay'n 	 N 

0 

where Q is the ischarge, Y is the depth [f low in the center of the N M 0 


chann" 1, the exponent derived from Hanning's furmula [or triangular 

channel, m 8/3 and ':!ll!u'j: 'b 'I 
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interpolated for the values at X = L. The discharge of the elementary 
channel was calculated by Eq. 70 for each time t and finally values of 
Q were interpolated for equal increments of t to give them the elementary 
channel outflow hydrograph. 

~f7 
ll"II.III.1 

l 

Figure 13. Unit Watershed.Ili 

5/3
1. 486 S)" z 

a (71) 
n 4 (l + x 2) 1/3 

where n is Manning's roughness coefficient, S is the channel slope, z is 

the channel side slope ratio. The channel slope, S, and the roughness, 

n, are part of the channel characteristics and their values were varied 

as part of the study. 


For the elementary channel, Eq. 44 becomes 

Q + Y q (72)
x t 

where x is the location along the elementary channel, t is time and q 

is the lateral inflow from both sides of the channel at the end of the 

overland flow plane. The initial and boundary conditions are given as 


Y o at t o for a 11 X 

Y 0 at X 0 for all t 

The same computer program that was used for overland flow routing was 

used again for the elementary channel. Since the integration is per

formed over equal time increments the overland flow discharges for var

ious times t were further interpolated to give q as an array of equal time 

increments. Then Eqs. 52 and 53 were solved simultaneously for Y and X 

by the Runge-Kutta integration routine, and the values of Y and t were 


ill i 
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CHAPTER VI 

CHANNEl. ROUTING 

A. Routing Equattons 

Many flow problems in natural channels can be sc)lved accurately 
enough by using steady flow concepts providing that the rate of change 
with respect time is small. In these cases a pseudosteady flow is 
assumed. However, there are many cases in which this assumption does 
not hold and the unsteady condition prevails. A flood wave is a very 
common case of the latter. 

The I open channel equations of unsteady, nonuniform flow are 
based on physical laws of conservation of mass and conservation of 
momentum. By considering an infinitesimal length of a channel that is 
bounded by two vertical cross sections and conSidering inflow, ,Jutflow 
and accumulation of mass inthe element the equation of continuity is 
obtained. Likewise, by applyin[]; Newton's law of conservation of momentum 
to the fl,)w thnlUgh the element of water, the equation of motion is ob
t ained. The detai led derivation n[ these twtJ equations can be found in 

many testbooks (7), (14) and wi II not be repeated here. The derivation 
of the two equations is based on the following assumpti,JIls: 

1) 	 the flu iel in the channe I is of homugeneous densi ty; 

2) 	the velocity is uniform over any cross section; 

3) 	 the pressure distribution at any cross section is hydrostatic; 

4) 	 the flllW is turbulent and subcri tica l; 

5) 	 the channel is straight and simple geumetry; 

6) 	 the bed slope is uni[(lrm [or each reach of the channel and mllel 
enough that sin :;:;:. tan and 

7) 	 secoudary forces like Coriolis acceleration can be 

Chow (7) gi ves the equat ion "f c(Jnt j nul ty as 

(VA)x + 'I - q 0 (73) 

where the subscripts x and l denote part al derivatives with respect to 
stance and time, respectively. A the cruss section area of the 

channel, V is the mean ve ity over the cross section, 'I is the top 
width the cross section, Y is depth of water in the channel measured 
[rom bottom and q is lateral inflow per unit lem,th the channeL 

LikeWise, the equation of ion is given as 
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V 	 V 
+ +1 +qA + o (74) 

g g 

where g is acceleration of gravity, Sb is the slope of the channel bed, 
Sf is the friction slope. The latter is assumed to be equal to the fric
tion slope for steady flow at the same depth and thus can be approximated 
by steady flow formulas like Chezy or Manning. In this paper it will be 
expressed by Manning's equation as 

v Ivl 
R4 / 3 

(75) 
(1.486/n)2 

where R is the hydrau lic rad ius and n is Manning's roughness coef ficient. 

Expanding (VA)x and substituting the terms and 

E -g (Sb - Sf) the equations [continuity and motion can be written as 

+ VTY 
x 

+ IT 
t 

- q 0 (76) 

and 

+ + + E + qg Av o (77) 

respectively, for a prismatic channel cross section any shape. For 
channels with no lateral inflow, with additional discharge occurring 
only at the junctions, q is equal to zero. 

With the development of the modern high-speed, large storage digital 
Cl)mputers, numerical methods of solving the above set equations be
come practical. Several numerical techniques have been used to solve 
the equations. They can be classified as follows; 

1) 	The imp I ie it method. In this method the set of equal ions is 
transformed into corresponding finite difference equation 
set accerd the conventional scheme in the x-t plane. 
The transformed equations are solved implicitly, that is, by 
setting up as many equalions as there are unknowns and solving 
them simultaneously. 

2) 	The power series method. In this method the set of equations 
is expanded by means of a power series, usually the HacLaurin 
series oe f(x), for a given time t at a point, Xl, in terms of 
depth, Y, and by transforming the expanded equatilJllS to a finite 
difference form, the depth Y2 is solved for a nearby point x2, 
at time t. 

3) 	The method of characteristics. In this method the set of partial 
differential equations is added linearly and transformed into a 
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set of four ordinary differential equatlons known as the char
acteristic equations. These four equations are subsequently 
integrated along the characteristic lines at successive time 
levels on the x-t plane. 

I1,e implicit method, although it is generally known to be free 
stability problems in the solutie)[l, was not idered for this work 
since it requires known duwllstream boundary cClndi tinns at all times t, 
in onler mateh the number equati wi th number of unknowns. In 
thi.s wlll:k the downstream boundary cundi ti the [lutflow hydr')gral'h 
at tile watershed outlet is the desi red Se)luti<ll1. 

Nany investigators have used the method "f characteristics SUC'

cessfully for suluUon of unsteady fluw in a channel tem (2), (19), 
(28), (45). Although stability prnblems are known ist in rhis 
method and short time steps are needed to insure convergence cd tlte 
sl,luti ,it was thought at the beginning this work that rhi lIletilnd 
wuuld m,)re flexible and more efficient in computer tillle than the I'"wer 
series method. Therefore, the methud of characteristics was lecteu 
f,)r this study. As will be explained later second urder solut ions 'vi til 
several i terat on5 at each star i on proved to be necessary te, iusure 

tabi 1 i ty and the computer effic iency was drastically reduced. 

13. Methud of Characteristics 

The continuity and motion equations a set of simultaneous 
quasi-1i.near partial differential equations with fuur var abIes. Two 
are independent variables x and t and two are dependent variables, Y 
and V. 

VTY +TY + AV 0 (78) 
x 

L2 = g + V V +V + E 0 (79) 
x t 

Consider a linear combination of L L, Ie I + L2 1.2 

1 (VIA. + + T + (Aiel + VA2 )Vx + A2 V t + A2 E = () 

(80) 

It t t(x) is the equation of a curve, then dt/dx is the lope of 

the tangent of this curve and jf Y = Y(x,t) and V = V(x,t) are slllu
tions for Eqs. 78 and ,then the total deLivatives are 


dY = dx + dt, 

and 

dV dx + V t dt. 

The differential expression of L can be written as 

dxL (VTA
1 

+ dY + (HI + + o (81) 
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if the constants and are chosen so that 

VTA + 0"2
I 

(82)
TAL 

13y letting /'2 I, 

A 2 

I 


and 

+ /---L-Al - TA (83) 

Substituting Eq. 83 in Eq. 82, then 

dx v + &
dt 

'Jr-- V:!:..Vful v + C 
g/AT T 

where C is the celerity of a small wave in the channeL 

The derivatives Y and VaLe combined Sel that they arc in the 
same direction dt/dx, called the characteristic direct 111e11 

dt 
(84)

dx V + C 

Eq. 84 implies that any disturbance of a point (x,t) in the x-t 
plane will pcopogate in two different direct ,one in the direction 
given by the positive value of Eq. 84 and the second in the direction 
given by the negative value of Eq. 84 The loci of the propagations in 
the x-t plane are known as the "characteristic lines". 

Let 

1/ (V + C) (85) 

and 

Wb = l/(V C) (86) 

be the direction of the forward characteristic line C' and the directic1J1 
of the backward characterist line C-, respectively. From Eqs. 82, 85 
and 86, an expression l)f and '2 can be obtained in terms Wand 
as 

A1 
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1,1" 

II ~ 
and 

gHb 
A2 T (l-H

b 

By substituting Eq. 87 in Eq. 81 

(gT) dY + ((gA - VVT) H + VT) dV
f 

in the forward ~irection, and 
I!' 

! (gT) dY + ((gA - VVT) Hb + v0 dV 

in the backward direction. 

(87)) 

two equations are obtained 

+ (TE - VTE Hf)dx = 0 (88) 

+ (TE - VTEH ) dx 0 (89)
b 

By introducing C = ~gA/T in Eqs. 84, 85, 86 and dividing Eqs. 88 

I,t and 89 by T the final fonn of the forward and backward equations 
respectively are 

1:1 

I! 

dt - H dx 0 (90)
f 

1along C+ 
:1"'1 

dV + ~ dY + E dt 0 (91 ) 

dt - Hb dx 0 (92) 

1along C 

dV - .& dY + E dt 0 (93)C 

Eqs. 90, 91, 92 and 93 are of a simple form since each equation contains 
only total derivatives of all the variables. A solution that satisfies 
these equations will also satisfy the original equations, Eqs. 78 and 79. 

Eqs. 90 and 92 express the propagation of any disturbance in the 
flow which occurs, at any point x at time t. The disturbance travels at 
a rate given by the equations and will move downstream along C+ and up
stream along C- (Fig. 14.). If a disturbance occurs at point (Xl, tl), 
its effect will not be felt in the flow at any other point x at time 
tl bu£ will spread downstream and upstream at the time t> t , along C+

l
and C respectively. If we follow this disturbance to point (x ' t ) a

2 2loug C+ it will spread downstream along C+ and upstream along 
C - and L follo~png the disturbance in the C- direction, .i:t will spread 
a l ong C and C . It can be seen that the area between C and C- will be

2
affected by the orginal disturbance at (Xl' t ) for all t::::. t . This

l l 
area is ca lIed the range of influence. In thlS range Y and V wi 11 be 
affected. 

Consider simultaneous disturbances in the flow at two adjacent 
points Land R. Their characteristic lines are shown in Fig. 15 and 
they define four zones in the x-t plane. In Zone I no effect is felt in 
the character of the flow either from point L or from point R since the 
most advanced disturbance must follow lines ct and C; in downstream and 

'I 
,II; 

Ii 
;1 
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c+ 

x~. tl 

x 

Figure 14. The range of Influence 

upstream directions, respectively. It is therefore called the domain of 
dependence. Zone II is affected by the disturbance at point L only and 
Zone III is affected only by the disturbance at point R. Zone IV is the 
area where the range of influence of Point Land R overlap and it is 
therefore affected by the disturbances of both points. The value of t 
at P, the point of intersection of C+ and C-, is the time when all chan
nel sections between points Land R L respu~d tu the disturbances. 

The disturbance in the flow can be considered as an abrupt change 
in the flow regime and therefore it represents a discontinuity in the 
flow or specifically in the functions of Y and V. Hence, the character
istic lines C+ and C- may be considered as 
the function of Y and V. For a solution to 
x-t plane Eqs. 90 to 93 must be integrable 
tions of Y and V must be continuous within 
implies that integration of Eqs. 90, 91, 92 
domain of dependence. This is an important 
the method of characteristics. 

The slope of the forward and backward 

boundaries of continuity of 
exist in some region in the 

in that region and the func
this region. It therefore 
and 93 must be within the 
factor in the solution by 

characteristic lines C+and C 
is given at any point in the x-t plane by Eqs. 85 and 86. If the flow 
is a steady unifonn flow, the values of V and C are constant and andHf 
Hb are constant. In an unsteady flow the values+of V a~d C are not con
stant and will vary with x and t and the lines C and C will be curvilin
ear. The celerity of propagation of a small wave in the channel, C, is 
given by YgA/T. The ratio of VIC represents the Froude number of the 
flow and will determine whether the flow is subcritical, critical or 
supercritical. The effect of the ratio vic on the slope of the charac
teristic lines is shown graphically in Fig. 16. 

It can be seen that for a solution to the set of Eqs. 90, 91, 92, 
and 93 to exist, Hb in particular must be defined and in the proper 
direction. Hence, an important condition is that the flow must be 
subcritical. 
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Figure 15. Domain of dependence 
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C. Numerical Solution 
II 

In the following sections, the low case subscripts f and b will 
i I denote the forward and backward directions, respectively, and the capital 


subscripts will denote the grid points at which the variable is evaluated.
til 
lll The solution to the set of ordinary differential equations, Eqs. 90, 

91. 92 and 93, is obtained by integrating along the characteristic lines 
and C-. The integration is approximated by a finite difference scheme 


expressed by 


cf(x) dx (94) t 
c+ 

v - C-;and will be called the first order approximation. Ibe first order ap

proximation is represented graphically by Fig. 17. 
 v/c- '" 1 

Let P be the point of intersection of C characteristic line through 

point Land C- the characteristic ine through point R, as shown in Fig. 

18. 

It is assumed that values of and are 

known and that the values of x , t • arc to be found. Using
p p 

Eq. 94 the set of Hqs. 90, 91, 92 and 93 are approximated as 

( t - t ) - (x 0' (95)P 1 P , 

(V - v ) + (Yp Y ) + HL (t - t ) Figure 16. Slope of characteristic lines as affected by vic.p 1 1 p 1 0; (96) 
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This scheme will be called second trapezoidal apprllximati 

y 

f(x) 

[(xu) 
" 

I 
Xo Xl 

Figure 17. Graphical representation at Eq. 94. 

0; ('17) 

and 

+ - t ) O. (98)
R

Now, Wf, Hb, C and E are functions of X, t, Y and V. For initial condi
tions they can be evaluated for points Land R and be of known values. 
Therefore the unknowns remain only xl" t p ' Yp and Vp ' ,If Eqs. 95 and 
97 are solved simultaneously and tp become known values. When this 
solution is substituted in 96 and 98 they can be solved imultaneous
ly to produce values and Hence, we have the initial approxima
tion of values of x, t, and V at the unknown point 1'. 

The integration can also be approximated by another scheme of finite 
differences expressed by 

J f (x) elx ~ (f + f(x l ») (99) 

xo 

it is represented graphically in Fig 19. 

Expressing Eqs. 90, 9l, Y2 and :J by substiLuting Eq. 99, a new 
equatiuns is obtained 

Ctp - t L ) + t + - XL) ~ 0 (LOO) 

+.!.. ) + .!.. , t"f/ \Lp LL)2 0 (lOl) 

(t p - t R) + 2'I R) 

(V -V ) -.!.. (R + R ) +.!.. ()I'R) (ll' - t I,)l' [( 2 Cl' 

In tile sl'L n[ Icqs. IOU, 101, 102 and un, \"1" \\'h' C and I' ai' I'pint 
l' are rrivi"nts, T!l<:y un,' depend'-'nt ,'11 ", I',Y und Val LIl(l llllkn,)wll 

uSl:d 
which 

and l'lll' set ,>/ Il() r: 1 inc\ar and C[-ll1l1l1l he \llvcd 
L Eqs. 'iO, I, L i Lel.aL tvt' llH.:llllld ~;llllll tel be 
If 

va 
given for time I I in tile x-l p lanc' t Ii i t) r 
yield a sec(lnd ""t "f p(\i tHS III Pi" kn()wn values whi 
turn wi 11 be used to s,llve [Ilr thl: til . 

hihen a s'-'t llf I'" i n ts AI 

C l . C i -2' 

y 
c 

c+ f(x) 

f 

L R 

Xo Xl 

Figure lY. Graphical representation "f Sq. ~9,Figure 18. Advancement of the solution in x-t plane. 
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Figure 20. Region of solution for set Ai points, 

It should be noted that for each new set there is one point less at
I, 

which x, t, Y and V can be evaluated. The solution can be found only 
within the domain of dependence bounded by the initial ine and char-

i'i acteristic line C+ thrllugh Al and characteristic line C-
In order to expand the regilln the soLution intll 30nes II and III thei 
backward and forward equations should be combined with ven values or 

i 1 functions at the boundary. Backward characteristic line C 
(Fig. ;10) can be extended until it intersects the boundary at 
where x, t are known. Now if any other condition can be used at the boun
dary a funct ion d[ Y and V equat ions can be so 1ved s imu 1taneOUR ly tLl 
render a solution. In the upstream boundary, \,here the infl,)w discharge 

, such an equation i available. In the downstream boundary such 
an equation is not al\,ays available, and another approach should be used. 
Discussion of the boundary conditions for the specific layout uf the 

model is presented in the next section. 

It should be noted that following the above scheme the characteristic 
grid becomes uneven in the x-t plane. If tile s,l]ution is fur spe

.1 
cifi locations at specific t ,the values fnll11 the characteristic 
grid must be' intcrp"lated in two irections. In most situat ,a fixed 
grid in the x-t plane, or a spec [jed time interval is preferred. 

Consider a set of nts L, M, and R of known in tial values on 
line t jn the x-t plane, Fi. L The values of Y and V are to be found 
on line t +lIt on a fixed gr id. Let P be a typica I int on ine t + lit 
such that x (1') = x (M). The characteristic line thrc,ugh l' intersects 
LM. at point L and the characteristic line C- intersets MR at point R'. 
Values of xp, and tp are known and and Vp are to be f,)und. The inte
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t 
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Figure 21. Fixed grid scheme. 

+
gration should be performed along C and C frum L' and R' respectively. 
The positilln of L' and R' is nut known and hence the values of 
and EL " and WbR', and ER, and nut known. Now, let lit be small enough 
so that the stic lines C+ between L' and and the characteris
tic line C between R' and P are very C ose astra ight line. 111e slopes 
of PL' and PR' can be represented by WfM and WbM, respectively, and the 
coordinates L' and R' can be calculated by 

) = , ), (104) 

and 

(lp t , ) W (x - x ,)· (105 )
R bR p R

When the c,)ord ina tes of L' and R' are knDwn, va lues f YL', VI.' , T and 
VR' can be interpolated fJ-om the kn,'wn values at L, M and R at 1 
time t. The interpolation can be either linear quadratic. For the 
first approximation, a inear interpolation will suffice. The integra
tion will be of the form 

(x) dx f (l05 ) 

Eqs, 96 and 98 will become 

(Vp VL ,) + ~M. (Yp - Y ,) + o (107)
L 

and 

.& - Y ,) + o (l08)R

~"j 



and solved si ltaneously to render values [ ancl as a first 
approximat i 

Using these values, an iteration procedure is used to improve the 
accuracy by adding the tollowing steps: 

ReC.8 1ell I at i on L' and R' coordinates fllr !terat illn (K + 1) by 

(k+ ~/k) + ) (l09)
\: fl' 

(k tl) r. (k) ( 110)
2 \Wbl' + ) 

2) Interpolate for values ., and fur i terati,)r1 

(k+I). Since Impnlved accuracy s ought quadratic interpolation 
should used. 

3) Using the (k+l) va lues l)[ , and calculate the 

(J(+l)th values ·.·f Wr , " C", J'. I, H,.n" C
R

, and and 

4) Eqs. 101 and 101 in the iterative form will be 

r: (1+1) -v (k+l)'\ (L + ~ , ) ( (k+l) _ (k+l))
"VI' L'.J 'e(k) C , (K+ll Yp

L p 

+ 1 (E(k) + ) ) i'.t o (111 )
2 I' 

(V(k+l) _ (k+l») _ l \L- Xy(k+l) _ »)
p v j{' 2 (k) + C P 

P R 

+ 1. (E (k) + E(k+l) ) 0 ( 112)
2 P L' 

Again, the computatioll can proceed [nom one t level to the next. If the 
grid in x-t plane is given and values of Y and V at I grid points 
at leve It, then Y and V can be computed [or (i IIr id points at leve 1 
(t + lit) using either Eqs. l04, 105, 107 and 108 for the first estimate, 
and if higher accuracy is deSired, using Eqs. 109, 110, III and 112 for 
the iteration procedure. Now using the calculated values at level t + lit 
the calculations can proceed to solve for (i-4) grid points at level t + 
2l1t, and so on. 

1. Center Stations 

For convenIence the equations will be set in a simpler form. 

Let 
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Glf ( 113) 

F' f 
,+C

lf i\t, (114 ) 

and 

Fib G ( ll~)lb 

Eqs. 112 and 113 become 

~ (116) 

and 

Vp~Flb+ ( 1(7) 

To avo ide on fus i un note tlla t G and are expres s ions c) [ fune t iuns , 
the lower case subscripts If, Ib denote first order in torward and back 
ward direction, respectively, and capi tal sllbscripts clenllte the gr 
point at which the variable is evaluated. 

Eqs. 116 and 117 wi 11 be called the first order forward rout I ng 
equation and first order backward routing equation, respectively. Fllr 
the iteratlun procedure, sec.ond order iterati is used. Let 

1 
2 

+ 
C

P 
) , (118) 

C
2b 

1 

2 +~), ( 119) 

y+ ~ 1 + [I , L\T, (120)
2 

and 

F + I,: .) fit.2f (121) 

Eqs. 116 and 117 become 

( 122)£ 

and 

F2f + G2b Yp' (123 ) 

Eqs. 122 and 123 will he called second order fi)rward routing equatillt1 
and second order backward routing equation, respectively. 

In further discussi ,ms the subscripts 1 and 2 denoting first approxi
mation and iterated approximation, respectively, will be discontinued. 
It should be remembered that actua ly dIfferent functions are involved. 

A center stat ion is defined as a station that has at least one other 
stat i On both upstream and downstream within the same reach as shown in 
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Fig. 21. At a center station two characteristic lines can be obtained 
and the forward routing equation and the backward equation can 
be solved simultaneously to render a solution for VI" 

Eqs. 116 and 117 for first approximation, or Eqs. 122 and 123 for 
the iteration procedure when solved simultaneously give 

Yp (F f - I (G + ), (124)
f 

and 

(F G + I (G + (125)
f b f 

wher~ F , G , Fb a~d G are the corresponding functions [or the first or
f b

the lterate£ solutIon. 

2. Upstream Boundary Stations 

The upstream boundary station is defined as the most upstream station 
of the reach if or when this station does not affect the flow at the upper 
reach (Fig. 22). 

The forward characteristic line does not exist at this station, 
therefore a forward routing equation cannot be used. The boundary con
ditions are known at this station for all t's since the inflow hydro
graph is given. Expressing the known discharge by the cont inuit.y equa
tion Q, = VpA" where Ap is the cross section area of the channel with 
define~ geometry, the second necessary condition for the solution is 
obtained. Therefore, for a trape20idal channel, the two simultaneous 
equations are 

Fb + (126) 

and 

Ap (1) + , (l27) 

where B is the bottom width and Z is the side slope ratio of the channel. 
By substituting Eq. 126 into Eq. 127 and rearranging a cubic equation of 

is obtai ned. 
+ + 2 + - Qp 0. (128) 

Y can be calculated directly from Eq. 128. By substituting the value 
of Y in Eq. 127, VI' is obtained. 

p 

As before, and Gb are the corresponding functions for the firstPb 
.or the iterated solution. 

3. Downstream Boundary Stations 

The downstream boundary station is defined as the most downstream 
station of the reach where the flow neither affects nor is affected by 
the flow in the downstream reach as shown in Fig. 23. Only the forward 
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Figure 22. Upstream boundary grid. 

routing equation is available here since the boundary condition at any 
time t is the required solution in this work. If a control such as criti 
cal depth exists, a second equaLion can be used. Another approach is to 
assume an imaginary channel extending in the downstream direction from 
point H. If no control section is assumed along this channel the fl,w 
will tend to become normal. Values of stations along the imaginary chan
nel can be used to extend the domain of influence to include point P. 
The disadvantage of this approach is the fact that the number of imagi
nary stations needed is equal to the number of time steps and will prove 
to be very expensive in computer time. 

When no conlrol section exists along the channel and the flow tends 
to normal flow, the partial differential equations, Eqs. 73 and 74, can 
be solved by fi.nite differences. In th s case it is assumed that the 
characteristics of the flow at point is affected by disturbances from 
the upstream direction only. Express Eq. 78 as 

Q + 0, (129)x 

and define the finite difference scheme as 

Q (Q- ) I /n<'; I lit (Fig. 23)x M 

By substituting into Eq. 129, is the only unknown variable in 
the equation 

+ ~ (QL' ( 130)
H 

The values of can be substituted into Eq. 122 to solve for 
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Figure 23. Downstream boundary grid. 

4. Juncti StatIons 

Channels with changes in the reach geometry present different boun
dary conditions. In case changes, a backwater effect will take place 
and t will affect the flow characteristics in the upstream direction. 
At the place where two channels of different geometry meet, a simple 
two-way junction exists. If a tributary i.s fillwing into the main chan
nel the juncticlll will be a three-way junction. In this particular model, 
as explained before, a two-way junction was considered at every point 
where a tributary joins the main channel, taking int,) conSideration the 
additional discharge from the tributary, but disregarding any backwater 
effect into the tributary. Fig. 24 shows the Lan view and profile of 
the channel at the jnnction. The solution scheme at the junction is shown 
by Fig. 2':>. Because of the discontinui ty in the channel, Y f Y]) and u 
Vu f VD. The forward and backward characteristic equatiuns constitute 
a set of two equali.ons wi.th four unknowns. Two boundary conditions are 
added to the forward and backward equations, based on the cont.inuity 
the flow and the conlinui ty of the water surface t.o form a set of four 
equal ions. The four simultaneous equations are: 

F - (131)
f 

+ (132) 

+ D (133) 

Q + (134 )u 
where D is the drop in the channel bottom and QT i" the tributary flow 
discharge at Lime t = t+L\t. Eq. 13 t, can be written in terms of flow 
velocity and depth as 

(115 ), + Z YD)Y YU+</TD1'1' 
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Figure 24. Junction. (a) Channel Plan View. (b) Channel Profile. 
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Figure 25. Two Way Junction Grid. 
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Substituting of Eqs. 131, 132 and 133 into Eq. 135, solving and rearrang
ing in order Y" a cubic equation is obtained as 

where 

a 
l 

3 + a 
2 

2 + + o (136) 

z 
1>1 

+ z. _.. ( 137) 

a 
2 

; Fb + Gb llM' + Gf 
3DGb ZM, , (138) 

and 

a 
3 

l\ _-F _R .+2D (F. Z__ .+G. ]3". )+3D
2

G, Z,d' 

FbBM' (FhZ
M 

, +GhllM') + - QT' 

(139) 

(140) 

the valuescan be solved directly from the cubic equation, Eq. 136, and 

tituted Into Eqs. 131, 132 and 133. Again, F[, Fb, (;f and are the 

corresponding functions [or the first or the iterated solution. 

D. Application of the S<Jlution 

A necessary conditLm in applying the numberical solut ion in the 
case of no latet'al flow is that the depth of (low in the channel be 
greater than zeco. Machmeier (29) used a base flow 4.9 cubic feet 
per second per square mile (cfsm) ,.qual t one tenth the mean annual 
flood, estimated from surface water records of watersheds in southeastern 
Minnesota. Initial [low of the same value was used in thl s work. 

A rectangular grid is used in the x-t plane. The time interval 
should be such that the point for which the solution is sought lies within 
the domain of dependence the two adjacent points in the previous time 
step. The time increment is calculated from Eq. 84 by 

lit (V+c) . 	 (141) 

Since the velocity varies at each level of t with position along the 
main channel, it becomes necessary to calculate allowable for each 
station, and the minimum value oC all the stations is used as the time 

increment for the whole watershed. 

The input to the channel system is the outflow hydrograpb of the 
elementary channel given by an array of equal time increments. A linear 
interpolation is used to obtain the input ischarge for the respective 
watershed time. The soluti is then advanced along the main channel 
(along the x direction in the x-t plane) for time t = ti from the upper
most station to the watershed outlet using the routing equations for 
the upstream, center, downstream or junction contrc,l according to the 
respective position of the station in the model. After the flow con
ditions are solved for all stations for time t., the common allowable time 
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increment is calculated and advanced to t t. + and the solution ad
vaneed again along the main channel. 

1 

E. 	 Test Runs 

The model watershed and the routing equations were programmed in 
FORTRAN IV computer lan(juage [or numerical solution be performed on 
the University l)f Minnesota CDC 6600 digital computer. Test runs were 
made using the "standard condition" values of the various variables along 
the main channel of stream order 2 (51 stations). 

During the first trial runs it was found that using the time incre
ment [It as the minimum all values calculated by Eq. 1 for each sta
tion did not insure convergence of the s<llution. From the beginning, 
instability was detected and the solution fluctuated. A STOP control 
statement was used in the event that the depth in the main channel became 
negative. Other investigators (2), (28) ~10 encountered the same problem 
suggested using a smaller time interva. The following steps were taken 
to avoid this problem: 

1) 	 the calculated increment was reduced by a li near fac tor. This 
factor was increased gradually with every time step as the solu
tions advanced, to a maximum value of 0.9; 

2) 	 the distance between stations, was set so that the joint 
effect of the smaller distance and the minimulll reduct factlJr 
provided a stable solution with the most efficient computer time; 
and 

3) 	 the tributary flow from the elementary channel was set as zero 
until it reached a value greater than 0.01 percent of the initial 
flow. 

The above steps gave a stable sulution with the starting value of the 
factor 0.7. The number of iterations at every station was set at 2. 

As the solution advanced to reach the equilibrium flow in the chan
nel, Ellcther inconsistencies were noticed. The discharge at each station 
along the main ehannel was greater than the discharge at the adjacent 
upstream station and exceeded the equilibrium discharge. This was found 
to be caused by the solution the junction control. The instability 
was caused by the backwater effect. The following steps were taken to 
avoid this problem: 

1) 	backwater effect was ignored as long as the water surface eleva
tion at the downstream station at the junction was not higher than 
the water surface elevation at the upstream station of the j<mction. 
Unli then, junction stations were not solved simultaneously but 
rather as downstream and upstream controls, respectively; 

2) 	 the positions f the front of the flood wave moving downstream 
and the front of the backwater wave moving upstream were checked 
and quadratic interpolation was used to insure greater accuracy 
of the values used for the integration along the characterist 
lines; and 
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3) 	the number of iterations at the junction stations was set as 3 
to further insure accuracy of the backwater effect. 

All the above mentioned steps were found necessary to achieve consistent 
results. Some fluctuations could still be detected but they were dampened 
as the solution advanced. 

The solution approached the equilibrium condition very slowly. In 
the trial runs the program was set to stop the calculations as the flow 
at the outlet of the watershed reached 99.9 percent of equi librium. 
Some fluctuations of the solution were noticed when the solution approached 
.999Qe. These fluctuations did not cause divergence of the solution but 
were carried to the adjacent station at the next time step. Increasing 
the number iterations at this level controlled these fluctuations but 
was found to be very costly in computer time. 

The overall computer time for the program, with the above mentloned 
measures, was estimated to be about 12 minutes for one stream order with 
51 stations. An exact time could not be calculated since, during the 
trial runs, continuation decks that were punched at five minute watershed 
time .intervals were used advance the solution in the next trial. Under 
these conditions the program was judged to be inefficient and impractical 
for the study. The following measures were then taken tG increase effi 
ciency of the program and tested to their effect on the results: 

I) 	calculations were performed for the stati.ons covered by the flood 
wave moving downstream and stations covered by backwater wave mov
ing upstream. All stations not covered by the waves were kept 
at nitial values; 

2) 	when the discharge at the upstream station of the reach exceeded 
15 percent of equilibrium discharge the iteration process for the 
stations along the reach was discontinued and the first approxi
ma ti on va lue was used. 

3) 	when the discharge at the upstream station of the reach exceeded 
25 percent of equilibrium di scharge the IJx was doubled and the 
calculations were performed for every second station along the 
reach. (Droppi ng of more stat ions was tried and found to cause 
fluctuations at a level less than 0.97 Qe); 

4) 	as lhe discharge of the downstream station of the reach exceeded 
85 percent of (e the number of iterations was increased to two, 
and further increased to three when the discharge exceeded 0.96 

; and 

5) 	when the discharge at the downstream station of the reach ex
ceeded 0.985 Qe the routing procedure was discontinued and the 
solution was advanced by a linear procedUre to the pre-calculated 
equilibrium conditions. 

The above measures were found satisfactory and caused a appreciable 
reduction in computer time. Since the time to virtual equilibrium was 
of interest it was decided to carry the calculation by the routing pro
cedure, without disturbances, to a level higher than 97 percent of equi
librium. A procedure of dropping out more stat 1,)[1 S would save more com

time but the stability would have been affected at a lower level 
97 percent of 
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The program of the model watershed, the numerical routi.ng and the 
various routines were then extended to the fourth stream order watershed. 
The program includes the main program, fourteen subroutines and two func
tion subprograms. The program is presented in the Ph.D. Thesis by Golany 
(Univers i ty Hinnesota, 1970). 

The calculated depth, velocity and discharge of every eighth station 
in every reach were printed out following each minute of watershed time. 
Since the test runs were rather long, eight to twelve minutes computer 
time, were run in parts. The computation was stopped at a prespeci
tied watershed time and a continuation deck was punched ontaining 
all necessary information. After check the intermediate results, the 
calculation proceeded to another speci watershed time, using the data 
[rom the ccmtinuation deck. At the end of the calculations, the outflc,w 
hydrograplls of the fl1ur stream orders were punched out for every minute 
of waturshed time. 

A s ).;lla I was uS eel in the program to ind i ca te wh ether to ae t iva te 
the backwater procedure the junctions For runs wi th(lut backwater 
effect lI,e two stations each junction were not solved simultaneously, 
but separately as duwnstream and upstream controls. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ANALYSIS OF CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 
AND THEIR INTERRELATIONSHIP 

The theoretical expression for the time to virtual equilibrium, 
Eq. 27, provides a potential basis for analyzing the relationship of the 
time parameter to watershed characteristics. The variables involved have 
been shown to be the roughness coefficient n, the bed slope of the channel 
reach S, the length the reach 1, the watershed drainage area A, the 
cross section wetted perimeter l' of each channel reach, and the runoff 
supply rate q. The wetted perimeter is a variable, dependent on the chan
nel cross section geometry as well as on all other factors that control 
the flow. 

The theoretica I express ion for Tve was based on some genera I i zed 
assumptions and has to be tested and verified experimentally. Thus, ex
periments were designed to study the effect of each independent factor 
on the time parameter Tve. By doing thiS, Eqs. 27 and 35 can be tested 
for the validity of the basic assumptions. 

As a first step each of the variables has to be tested for its In
dependency and set in the model in a manner chat wi II permit variations 
on a watershed basLs. Various slope parameters are introduced and S*, 
which is based on hydraulic considerations, is chosen for the model. The 
wetted perimeter is then expressed in terms of the independent variables 
on a watershed basis. 

A. The Channel Bed Slope, S 

In Eq. 27, the slopes of the individual reaches appear under the 
sUIl=tion Since Si is not constant for all reaches it cannot be 
"factora:l to be analyzed for its effect on Tve. A slope parameter 
which will represent the various combinations of the individual slopes 
in the watershed is therefore needed. The commonly used slope parameters 
are: 

1) 	mean slope, defined as 

tlH/L 	 (142) 

where is the mean slope, 6H is the difference in elevation 
along main cha.nnel between the watershed divide and the water
shed outlet and L is the total length of the main channel; 

2) 	 effective slope, defined as 

(143)Sef {\H.7'~.7 

where L 7 is the center 70 percent of the main channel length 
and 611.7 I s the elevation di fference for L. 7; 
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3) 	S'~, presented by Taylor and Schwarz (39) and defined as a hypo
thetical uniform s lope for the main channe 1 of the watershed 
which would give the same travel time for the watershed as reach 
by reach calculation. In the derivation of the equation for S* 
an assumption is made that the roughness coefficient and the 
hydraulic radius are the same for all reaches of the watershed. 
S'!; 	 is given by 

S,', [,\ L r- ] 2 (144)
L (l/,v Si) 

where Lis the length the main channel and I and are the 
length and the slope of the i-th reach, respec Iy 	 j II 	= 12 ......... Ii the equation becomes 


S'!' 	 ] 2[\ 

4) 
, shown in Fig. 26. A straight line is drawn Ire-lin the outlet 

uf the profi Ie prodUcing areas between it and the bed prof i Ie. 
If the areas above and below the straight line are equal, the 
slope of the line is by definitinll 

The total area under the bed profile (A) is equal to the total area 
of the triangle under the line with the slope S. Thus, the an'a is 
given by 	 a 

A 
2 

ha 	 is then given by 

2Ah 
a L 

and 

ha 2A 
S 

a 	 (14':»L L 2 

The slope parameter S,', was felt to be the best to represent the 
overall slope of the main channel, since it is based on hydraulic consider
ations, despite the fact that the variations of the hydraulic radius were 
neg lee ted. The mean s lope and the e f fee t lve s lope have the disadvantage 
of not representing the weighted effect of the individual reaches. 
emphasizes the slope of the lower end but is not defined on a hydrau
basis. 

The slopes of the individual reaches for the standard conditions 
were determined by following Machmeier's (28) relationship for southeast 
'Hinnesota, 

0.003 0.20 

where AR is the drainage area at: the fl rst station of the reach. The 
slopes of the various reaches of the watershed at standard condition are 
presented Ln Table 2. 
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Figure 26. Definition of 

Five tests were desi.gned to determine the effect of bed slope on the 
time parameter Tve' The slope shape (concave) was retained for all runs 
by adjusting the reach slopes proportionately. For each run the reach 

s 

slopes were determined by multiplying the "standard" slope of each reach 

by a slope factor 

The values used for oC were 2.0,1.0,0.75, and 0.5. Table 6 pre
sents a comparison of the result.ing slope parameters for the wat.ershed 
of stream order L.. Table 7 presents the comparison of S'" and for the 
various slopes for stream orders 2, 3, and 4. It shoulc1 be that 
the various slDpe values in Table 7 are for the main channel only. The 
elementary channel, where lateral inflow occurs, was included in the cal

culation the slDpe parameters in Table 6. 

S'"
S SefoCs m 

0.005920.00619 0.00604 	 0.00546 

0.00414 

2.0 

0,00444
1.5 0.00471 0.00462 

0.00283 0.00296 
1.0 	 0.00323 0.00320 

0.00218 0.002220.002490.75 0.00249 

0.001480.00179 0.00152
0.5 0.00175 

SlDpe parameters Sm, Sef' Sa and Si< [or stream 	Drder 4 andTable 6. 
variDus watershed slopes, 
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Stream clrd et' ? Stream order :3 Stream order 4 

oc. s 
S1, S 

a 
,S'"" S 

a 
S1, 

2.0 0.00912 0.00915 0.00730 0.00701 0.00566 O.OOS31 

1.5 0.00684 0.00691 o 00548 0.00530 0.00424 0,00404 

1.0 0.00456 00467 0.00365 0.00360 0.00283 0.00276 

0.75 0.00342 0.00355 0.00274 0.00275 0.00212 0.00212 

0.5 0.00228 0.00243 0,00183 0.00190 0.00141 0.00149 

Table 7. Slope parameters 51' and Sa for stream orders 2, 3, and 4 and 
various wal:ershed s , main channel only 

il. 111e Channel Roughness, n 

As discussed in prev; clllS chapters, although the rl>uglmess coef
ficient n is knuwn to vary wi th depth elf [1,lW there is lack ,d agreement 
as ttl the nature and magnitude lll" the variation. At high stages, when 
overbank flow exists, the roughness cue ent may vary drastically 
from the values when the flow is C<1I1fined in the channel bed. In this 
study the roughness was c()nsiderell constant wiLh respec L to stage anc1 the 
flow was conUned wi.thin the channel f,>r all stages. 

In Eq. 27 the ruughness coefficient appears for each individual 
reach. The values c}f n may vary frc)m l'(2llch reach according to the 
beel roughness, vegetati,m, e t:c. Ilowever, channel roughness tends to be 
simi lar within a given logic area ur a given watershec1. Thus, fur 
each experiment with the model watershed, a single value the n1ughness 
coefficient was chosen I'llI' all reaches. This makes it possible tn "fac
tor out" n in l::<j. 27 anc1 to analyze the 'lVerall effect ()f the rou1',hness 
mDre conveniently. 

roughness coefficient tor tlte standard cllndi ti 1m was taken 
as n 0.04. The 11- values chosen for the tests were 0.02, O. ,0.04, 
0.55 and 0.08 cover the probable range Df n)ughness under natura 
conditions. 

C. The Wetted Perimeter, p. 

In Eq. 27, the wetted perimeter of t.he individual statiuns appears 
under the sUIlllllatiutl sign. The wetted perimeter is not an independent 
variable but rather is dependent on the discharge, Q, of the channel 
roughness n, on the bed slDpe S and on the channel cross section 
The wetted perimeter term in Eq. 27 should be expressed in terms of its 
independent cDmponents in Drder to have Eq. 27 in an analytical form. 
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The general relationship of P and Q a given reach was presented 
in Chapter. ITT. Nll\,J the total watershed must be considered. Values n 
and si lupe ratio are constant but the bottom Hidth and slupe of the 
main channel vary from Leach t" reach. Fig. 27 is a log-l plot the 
wetted perimeteL VS. discharge for reaches , 8 and 13. The point of 
equi librium discharge £()L a supply rate (If ,me inch pe,. hour is marked 
for each reach. By connecting the points of equ librium discharge of 
each ['each a stra line (dashed in Fg. 27) is obtained, vieldi the 

relatiullsh 
Pi KQ.O.412 

[ 

( Il+b) 

where 
discha

Pi 
rge 

is 
(l[ 

the wetted I'erimeter nf 
the reach and K i the 

Leach. Qi i 

fic-ient. 
ihe equilibrium 

leg. 146 rL'latL's the weLted perimeter "f any reach of the 
watt~rshet1 a sceady llni rurm fluw a normal cnnditions [u the equilihl~ium 

ischaq',e o{ the reach. 'l1w cquatilll1 will apply "nly tI, the given channel 
and ll1e gjven equi librium ischarge. 

Die equilibrium discharge is given by Q i = 646 q 
rainfall supply rate, q, is taken as 1.0 in/hr., constant for all runs 
LIds sludy. It can seen i . 27 that if the ,;upply t'ate change;;, 
I:he i cnnnecling the cquilibriurn dischat"ges fnr the varinus Lcaches 
wi 11 slli ft. It will be a straj t line, but with a slightly diffecent 
sLlpe. Thus, the eXlhment in Eq. ,relating the wetLed perimeter tll 
tile equllill";um discharge. is a dependent variable rather than a constant. 
It is a [unctiu11 (l[ tire channel cross secti,l!l as well as the supply rate. 

and Q is es Lab 1 i shed now l'l1 a ba-The relati'l!lship uf 
sis. The wet perimeter any reach given as a runctinn \)f t 
equi librium discharge as it varies between reaches the model watershed. 

In "rder l" analyze the eftect (If tlte roughness c"efficient 
and lile bed slope S lm the wetted perimeter, values Pi were calculated 
for normal flow by Manning's eguati,m for values uf Qi' varying the r()u:~ll 
ness and the slupe as chosen L'r the tests. Tables and present the' 
equi librium discharge Q i for each reach with the calculated values 

I'he series n and the series of S;', respectively. The results 

shown :;raphically in Figs. 28 and 29 respectively. 

Tt can be seen in Fi.gs. 28 and 29 tllat tile slill'e ,)[ the lines} s 
a ",,"stant and the variat inns in nand S affect the coefficient. Rc
gressi,m analyses the data ,,£ Figs. 28 and 29 yield the relat iunsil i p 
between P and Q as given by Eq. 146. The values llf the coefficient K 

the varil"}s roughness values are presented in Table 10. The results 
pldt as a straight ine ()n lug- scale as shown in Fig. 30. A regres

sion analysis of the data yields the equati,)!1 

lG3 (147)K 6.671 
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Table 11 presents the values "r the coe[f lent for the vari 
values f s parameter S'i< i,)r each stream order. Fig. 31 presents 

the i ca resul ts . 
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Reach Qi in feetNo cfs . n-O.02 n=O. n=O, 04 n=0,055 .08 
2 	 ,;>6 iO, 5 u.i2.36 .38 11.68 

ltJ3,27 Ll. i3 	 :). is 16.8 L8. 92 
I, 163.27 D.Ll 15. i5 16. Sl IS. 21. 
5 20. 23.92 30.03 .64 

555. .65 2 .91 3 .46 3('.28 

1.64 . I 2".82 .20 .\ i .4f, !+ j . 18 
8 9/+6, ;>6.85 . 17 3-'+.7:1 FI.17 5. 
9 946. t)5 26.85 1. 34.7 1,5, 1') 

10 2. I, '!. OJ 61.7 1, Hi 

J, I 
56. lit! , 36 .3 

I? , 06L. 29 52.51' 6').75 78,Figure 	 Wett8d perimeter, Pj vs. equilibrium d scharge Qi as it ') 1.00 
varies between reaches the model watershed various 13 

63.LJ,! 7 I , S(J,6!n va1 lIes . 	 .12 

Table 8. 	 Variations of welled per Ler \-Jith rllugitness uni[llL'111 
equi librium in variPllS reaches (q = 1.0 . ) 

'-' 	 Since the 81 parameter varies [ur the 
"-l 	 [[c,rent Lrealll ,)nJers.the regression analyses yielcJ three in tI", 

,::


.r< 

'" K c. S*-0.185 

J 


(l) '" 
'-' 

S 
(l) 	

where Cj is a c(Jeffi ienr fur a ven n that varies 
.r< 	 Lrcam 
'" (l) 	 By subscitllting Eqs.P. 	 14/ and 14S in the h'eLteci perimetel:,for any reach is U"w given by"D 
(l) 
w 

W 

<ll 


;:3: S·,·-a.18Sp. C. 363 Q, 0.412" I 	 ( 149)J 	 1 

where Qi is the equi librLul!! discharge fur the reach in cubic ['eeL per 
seCond and Cj is a new coef fie i enl. The values () r [or Eq. 148 and 
Cj for Eq. V+9 [or the various stream orders are in le L2. 

Fi 29. 	 as it Eq. 149 gives the wetted perimeter of any reach as a functiun 
various seVeral watershed characteristics, assumed to have independent effects. 

The procedure is labori but is necessary tLl eliminate the clel'c'nc1ent 

Discharge in cfs. 

Discharge Qi .in cfs 

\,etted peri.meler Pi VB, equilibrium discharge 
varies between reaches f the 1 '-Iatershecl 

values. 
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2.0 

1.0 

Figure 31. 

Reach Qi P in feet 
ND. cfs. -2.0 1.5 -l. -0.75 -0.5 

2 97.96 12.10 12.73 13.69 14.42 15.54 

3 163.27 14.83 15.62 16.81 17.7 19. 12 

4 163.27 14.83 15.62 16.81 17 73 19.12 

5 489.80 24.1.1 2[,.69 26.63 28.11 30.3 

6 555. 11 2!,.55 25.88 27.91 29.46 31.80 

881 64 29.18 30.78 33.20 35.04 17.84 

8 946.95 30.50 32.17 34.72 36.66 39.59 

9 .95 "30.50 32. 17 ·J7.72 36.66 39.59 

10 2,8[,0.85 47. 50.67 St, 72 57.80 62.46 

11 3,167.J9 I, ') ') 3 52.18 %.99 60.20 65 OS 

12 5,06 . ;') 61. 114 64.5 69.75 73.69 7Y.65 

13 .58 66.08 71.39 75.42 81.5 

Table wetted perimeter with slope [Dr unl torm 
equilibrium flow in variolls reaches (q ~ L.O in.JilL.) 

n K 

0.02 I. 1622 

0.0] 1. 857 

0.04 2.057 

0.055 2 325 

08 2.675 

Table 10. CDefficient K in Eq. 1l,6 as a function ,lf the roughness 

.02 .03 .04 .. OJ5 .08 
Roughness n 

30. Coefficient K (Eq. 147) as a function of the 
roughness n( O<s-1.0) 

CoeffiCient K (Eq. 147) as a function of S* (n-0.04) 
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Coefficient K Stream Or. 	 Stream . 4 

1. 817 	 0.00912 0.00130 0.00566 

.916 	 0.00684 0.00548 0.00424 

2.051 	 0.00456 0.00365 0.00283 

2. 178 	 0.00342 0.00274 0.00212 

2.3"0 	 0.00228 0.00183 0.00141 

Table 1l. 	 Coefficient K jn Eq. 146 as a function of the lope parameter 
S'" (n 0.(4) 

Stream Ord er 	 c.(Eq. 148) Cj(Eq. 149)
J 

2 	 0.760 2.252 

'j 	 0.728 2.204 

4 	 0.697 2.156 

Table 12 	 Values of the Coefficients for Eqs. 148 and 149. 

term 1'j frllm ICq. 27. lIowever, it is based on un.if,'rm flow calculations 
wh i c11 cao be made for any main channe 1 system. 

The channel bottom width each reach in the model watershed was 
determined using Machmeier's (28) general relati\lI1ship channel ::;eometry 
in southeastern Minnesota. The sidesll)pe ratio was set as 1: l. 'rhe bot
tom width and the sideslope ratio of each reach are input variables in 
the model watershed's pr()gram. 

D. 	 Drainage Area and Hain Channel Length 

The watershed model was designed tD fit best Gray's (11) relationship 
of channel length drainage area (Eq. 39.) Thus, the drainage area A 
and the ma i n channe l length L are gi ven as one dependent OIl the other. 
The out let ok the mode 1 i.s at the end of the fourth stream order ,,,here 
the elementary channel is deSignated as stream order one. Thus, the out 
lets of stream orders 2, 3 and 4 can be used to analyze the combined 
effect A and L on the time to virtual equilibrIum. 

E. 	 Runoff Supply Rates 

The effect f the runoff supply rate lOn the time 
virtual eqUilibriumwas 	 thlOroughly investigated Machmeier (?8) using a 

model. He 	 found the relationship similar watershed 

2.0'17 	q-O.232 

for 	a watershed area elf 21. 35 square mi les, indicating 
a mild non-linearrelationship. Considering this and the limitations of 
time 	and cumputerClOst, 	 the effects of supply rate, q, were not included 
in this study, 
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CHAPTER VIII 

EXPERINENTAL RESULTS 

The data obtained from the numerical routi prdccdure un tile water
shed model are presented in tabular form in Appendix A. Selected hydro-
graphs are presented in thi chapter illustrate the e 
various factors lested on the Lime to virtual equilibrium. 
runs with and with backwater effect are compared in this 
results elf uther tests are presented here and analyzecl 
in Chapter 	IX, 

A. Results uf Runs Wi th and Without Backwater 

It was recognized from the beginning of tilis work that bac!cc.Jatcr ,,,,Ild 
have a significant ffect on the time t,' rtua I equi I ibri um and a v,reat 
deal of effort was devoted to incorporat i ti,e backwater effect inUI 

1. As described in Chaptt,r IV, Section C, backwater was c()nsidored 
in the ma in ehanne l.s only. 

order to study the backwater effect, two tests were made wi th the 
model fur the standard ccmditions, ,me wi til and "ne without backwat~er. 

The resul ts of this cumparison are presented in 1e 13. These res" its 
ind icaee the importance of the backwater in the meldc 1 wa tershed. As can 
be expected, the time to virtual equi I ibriulU wi til backwater is 
greater than the t virtual equilibrium witll>'ut backwat 
since part the flllw has to [ill up additiunal s in Ltl(, channc 
system. It can alsu be noted that the discrepance 
crease uf watershed area, perhaps due to the decrease in tile s 
main channel. Also, the elementary channel, whi.ch had backwater, be
comes lesser reiative impurtance as tile waterslwcJ size i increased. 

Stream Difference 
Order ill min. i', 

2 .41 30.75 i.66 5. 

3 52.53 1,6.22 6.31 12.0 

4 83. 55 .70 is.3 

Table 13. 	 Time to virtual equi brium of the model \vatcrshecl wi th and 
without backwater effect. 

Figs. 32 and 33 show the water surface profile for a typical single 
reach, Reach 9, in stream order 4, various watershed imes [rom zero 
to time of equi librium for the t,,,o cases wi thout and wi th backwater t, 
respectively. Stati ons 185 217 (reach 9) comprise a reach where 
lateral low occurs. The stations are sraced 107.7 feet apart with a 
total length of 3517 feet. The slope the channel bed is 00] feet 

foot and is shown the figures. The water surface prufile shuws 
the nonsteady flow characterist 
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The flood wave movement in the downstream direction is clearly seen 
in Figs. 32 and for both cases. The backwater fn)nt moving upstream 
is not iceab Ie in Fig. 33 _ It begins as a reverse ow at the lower end 
of the reach. As the system approaches equilibrium, the change in the 
flow depth is rather s low, as can be "bserved for both cases. In both 
cases the equilibrium flow depth and velocity occur at the uppermost sta
tion first, and move lowly downstream. For the case wi th backwater 
effect. the flow at upper portion o( the reach can be very close to 
equi librium whi Ie the backwater effect con nues to blli Id up the depth, 
and al stations of the reach approach the equi I ibriulll conditions simul
taneously. 

Fig. 3/, shows the cOlllparison between the two cases [or stati 17. 
The di scharg,e hydn"lgraph (Fig. J4a) the case wi th backwater e tfect 
shows a negative discilarge at tile beginning the Flow when the backwater 
wav" moves t ream be [ore the 1 I nod ,,rave rcae hes the ta t i on. COI- n, s
ponding to the negative dischar!c;e is a negative vel ity (Fig. 34b) in
dicating flow in the upstream irecti a brief peri"d. The flelw 
depth is much higher th bal'kwater e I: and tile corresp(ll1ding veloe 
is iUwc:r, 

Fi g. 35 prcsenls the compari S(ln n[ the tWd cases l"ur st:at_i in 
upper pact ,d the watcrsl,c'd. effect of the bal'icwater on inc 

ty and flow depth ace imi lat' L" slHI,m in Fig, N()Le that the 
backwater effect \lI1 djscllClrge b(~cnmes larger and i cant 
the lower part eli the watershcd. 

it can b," observed in 32 andJ:l that in eacll case, at the base 
flow, normal fl"w exists as tl", inill L ('(mclition. As the lllw rate 
increases, a llul1SLl.'auy 11(j\.J c()ndiLi(m ;lccurs. As the flnw approaches 
equi ibriurn, til(' cas" wi III n" backwat<:r e[ t approaches normal [low 
whi Ie the caSt' wi til backwater Cfecl appn,aches a steady n(lnnni [""Ill flow 

itilll1. At LaLi()11 217, duri the Il"llsteady [I phase, the energy 
S Lee,'tT than th" bed [ rur the case 'villwuL backwater effect 

latter'lhan bed sl"pc (part () time even reversed) [or the 
case wi backwater e[[ecL. Titus, 1"'1' case WI thollt backwater the 
vel()city is greater than 11"rlllai v<clllciLy and smaller than normal with 
backwater e1 I It [,,[ that the time Lo equilibrium, c,"npared to 
travc' ietcd (l11 the basi ,,[ unif,>rlll fluw, can be expected 
to be sma ller I,'r the case wi tlnluL backwater and larger for the case 
with backwater, 

\-li th sl1bcril ieal f [ll'" tiuns the back'vater is affected pro
duced bi the fl conciitiun in the next reach downstream. Thus, when 
backwatccr ,'cell!.'S, [or a given reach t be at equi Ubrium, dcnvnstream 
COIlL 1 must be at equilibrium. In \;lords, each reach is affected 
by the [luw cClildi.t'icl[ls the next reach and the l,rhole channel system 
will appr"acil the equilibrium c()nditi()n simultaneously. 

At tili int the r:eader should be reminded the instability that 
appeared in the r"uting solution as the system approached equilibrium. 
The need the large number iterati ons to insure stability is ex
plained the Jact that, since the whole system approaches equilibrium 
simultal1eously, any i,naccllracy at any point will affect the whole system. 
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Figure 34. 	 Comparison between backwater effect and no backwater [or 
station 217. (a) Discharge, (b) Velocity, (c) Depth 
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--
In deriving Eq. 27, an assumption was made that the ti.me to equilibrium 

is equal to the summation of the travel time for the individual reaches. 
This implies that, to an observer who follows the first drop of excess rain
fall from the watershed d vide along the ma in channel, the flow appears to 

~ 

be uniform at equilibrium condition at all watershed times, since equilib "'" <Xl 
rium occurs almost immediately at the divide and progresses downstream. N 

0 
Evaluating this assumption in view of the above discussion, it can be 
seen that this assumption may hold for the case of no backwater effect, 

0 

a 
II 

where the flood wave moves in a downstream direction and the equilibrium -l< 

'" condi lion follows the crest of the flood wave. In the case with backwater 
effect the flow has nonsteady characteristics until the time of equi Hbrium >< 
when the whole system reaches the steady nonuniform [low condition simul .J:-taneously. 0 

If') 
,..; 

c: 
• .-f 

0 

As shown above, [or the case wi th backwater e ffec t, the sys tem reaches ,..; 
a steady nonuniform flow condition at equilibrium. For nonuniform flow 
the slope to be considered is the friction slope rather than the bed slope. 

II.:;; 
Since the friction slope varies spatiaLly, a singLe vaLue, to be used in ci 
Eq. 27, cannot readily be evaluated. The term of the welted perimeter in 

'" Eq. 27 should also be represented by a single value for the reach, a con
dition that does not exist for non-uniform £low. Thus, Eq. 27 shouLd be 

;:J 
0 .... 
>< 

considered applicable to the case of steady uniform flow ly, i.e., to !l! 
the case of a channel system without backwater effect. ... 

0 
'H 

IVhen lateral inflow exists the flow is at a nonuni form state. In -;:t 

thi s mode I the 1a tera I inflow was cons j dered for the over land flow phase ... 
as we] 1 as for the elementary channel. Thus, Eq. 27 should be reevaluated <l) 

'tJ 

fur the case 0 [luod routing through a channel system where backwater ... 
0 

effect exists. Thi s analysis is presented in the next chapter. E 
01 
<l) ... 

.\.) 

B. Results of Runs With Various Roughness Coefficients '" 
>< 
0 

In urder to study the effect the roughness coefficient on the 'H 

time to virtual equilibrium, five test runs were conducted with the model "'.J: 
with a different n- value for each run. Backwater effect was considered 0

as 
in all test runs. The value Df n was varied from O.O? to 0.08. The >< 

M 

hydrographs from zero watershed time to the time equi Librium for 0 ... 
watersheds 2, 3 and 4 (or the various n-values are presented in Tables 'tJ 

>, 

30-34 of Appendix A. ..c 

Fig. 36 presents the rising hydrographs to equilibrium for stream 
order 4. for the various n-values. As one would expect, an increase in 

CIl 
c:.... 
U) ..... 

oe; 

n reduces the rate of rise and increases time to equi librium. The time 
to virtual equilibrium for stream orders 2, 3 and 4 with each value n ..0 
are presented in Table 14. The same results are shown graphically in 

(') 

Fig. 37 on a log-log scale. It can be seen that the time to virtual 
equilibrium cannot be represented by a simple power function of n. In 
general, the time to virtual equilibrium increases with the increase N ,..; 0 

<l) ... 
;:J 
CIl 

• .-f 
~ 

the roughness coefficient. The rate of increase varies from one stream 
order to the other. It should be noted that a single value of n was 'SJ::> liT a\'!;tE'lpSTO 

applied tr.1 all reaches r the watershed. Further discussion is presented 
in the following chapter. 
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n J [ream urGer L Stream Orde r 3 Stream Order 

0.02 :'8.69 .36 

0.03 30.47 45.27 

0.04 32.41 52.53 

0.055 35.40 63.75 

.08 40,57 ill.83 

Table 14. Time to virtual equilibrium fnr stream tJrders 2, and 4, n 
series (q L.O in/hr., oc." = 1.0). 

C. Results nf Runs with Variuus Slope I'arameters 

In urder study the e[iect elf the channe:l 81,,1'(; on the tillle para-
c meter, ime to virtual equil ium, five test runs were cl)ndUI..-~tcd wi'''';
z: the llludel. In all five tests, all variables except the lope wen' kept 

constant aL the standard c\.)J1diti '1111; backwater effect was ide:red 
in all Lest rUlls. 

§ Tables 34-38 in Appendix A present the hyclrngrapits trolll %;erO watershed 
''''; time tu equilibrium for watershed orders J and for the vari values 
.n 

J..I 

el£ sl studied. Figure 38 presents tile ring hydrographs ttl equi! ibrlurn'M.... for stream order 4 . .... 
;:l 
0'" 
<lJ The results the five res are presented in Table 15. van.... l;lope factor.s (if.) used arC! I sted together wi til the slope parameterttl ,
;:l S"', and the reusCllting time tn virtual equilibrium j,lr stream ,ll'ders 2,.... 
J..I 

'M 3 and 4. Thl' same results are a sllllwn graphically in rig. 39 PH a 
;> log- scale. 
o 
u 

In tid s case agai , the t fme to Irtual equdibriufTI d,'es Ihlt p<lJ 

as a straight line [tJr the Varl S,', values. In generaL, the: time tu'M 
H" virtual equllibriufTI increases as tile slope decreases, as expected. 

Fi gure 

89 

,Stream 

.02 
Roughness coefficient n. 

TIme to virtual ilibriuill as a [unction the roughness. 
(q l.0 in/hr., = 1.0) 
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:'3.93 

68,56 

83.25 

10:'.31 

142.68 
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Slope T 
ve 

in Min. 

Pactor Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 
oCs S;' T Min. 

ve 
S* T Min. 

ve S'" T Min. 
ve 

2.0 0.01043 29.16 0.00787 41. 75 0.00592 60.62 

1.5 0.00783 30.54 0.00590 45.35 0.00444 68.43 

.0 0.00522 32.41 0.00394 52.53 0.00296 83.25 

0.75 0.00391 34.38 0.00295 59.67 0.00222 97.64 

0.5 0,00261 38.46 0.00197 73.98 0.00148 124.39 

Table 15. Time to virtual equilibri<;!m for stream (1rders 2, 3 and 4, 
S-series (q l.Oin/hr., n = 0.04). 

CHAPTER IX 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

The results, as presented in Chapter VIII, show the variations of 
the time to virtual equilibrium for the various test-runs. It is evident 
that interaction occurs and the data should be further analyzed to provide 
a general solution. An expression of the travel time on a watershed basis 
without backwater effect as a function of the independent factors is sug
gested. The, travel time Tt is shown to be a suitable flow parameter that 
can be used in predicting the hydrograph parameter channel rise time, Tch. 
Folluwing this, the results for Teh with backwater effect are related to 
Sand n, and further related to T t to render a graphical sulution for pre
dicting TL fur the model watershed. 

A. Travel Time and T for the Model Watershed Wi thout Backwater Effect.ve 

As shuwn in the previous chapters, the low in the channel system at 
equilibrium is a steady nonuniform flow. The wetted perimeter of each 
reach varies from station to station, due mainly to the backwater effect. 
Table 16 presents the flow conditiuns at equilibrium for the standard 
roughness and slupe. The equilibrium discharge is listed for each reach 
together with the resulting flow depth and wetted perimeter [or the upper 
and luwer stations uf each reach. Fur comparison, the normal flow con
ditiuns without backwater effect are given for each reach. It can be 
seen that the backwater effect, in most cases, covers the entire reach 
and the flow depth uf the uppermost station is slightly higher than the 
normal tlow depth. F,)r a nonuniform flow the friction slope also varies 
from stati on to stat ion along the reach. Since hed slopes and normal 
wetted perimeter are used in Eq. 27, it applies only to the case of 

normal flow withuut backwater effect. 


For normal flow the travel time can be calculated for each reach 

for a given eqUilibrium discharge, slope, roughness coefficient and cross 

sec ti(ln geome try and summed up for the watershed. Since the effee t of 

the individual factors on the time to virtual equilihrium uf the water

shed is desired, a m(lre general equation, on a watershed basis, is needed. 


The results of the analysis in Chapter VII, Section C for the model 

watershed will he incorporated into the general equation 


Eq. 27. Suhsequent equations will apply specifically to the mOdel water

Shed. Eq. 27 is considered now as an equation of the watershed travel 
Ume without backwater effect, designated as ,and is repeated here for 
convenience, using K instead of 0.087. 

m 1. 3/5 p 2/5
-2/5 '\ 1T

t K q L (27)S,3/l0 A.2/5
i=2 1 l 

By substituting Eq. 152 in Eq. 27 the travel time becomes 
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Bottom 	 Flow Normal
Q	 m

width i End of depth P depth 	 0.4 n 0.745 L 
Reach ft. cfs. Reach Ft. Ft. Ft. 	 T =K C. 0 23<; 0.074 (151)

t ] q' ~S," 0.235 sO.3 
1=2 1 

2 4.0 97.96 upper 3.428 13.70 3.426 

lower 4.111 15.61 	 Now, let the relative slope be defined as Si Is'" and SlIbsti tule 
in Eq. 151. The travel time becomes 

3 4.50 163.27 upper 4.354 16.81 4.354 

lower 4.354 16.8 	 0.745 m 
K C. 0.4 nT 

4 4.50 163.27 upper 4.356 16.82 4.354 	 t 1 0. 235 sJ.0. 374 I 0.3 (152) 
q " A

i=2
lower 6.539 23.00 

Values of the relative slope, ki, for the various reaches are given
5 6.0 489.80 upper 7.329 26.65 7.294 

in Table 17 for stream orders 2, 3 and 4. For each stream order the 
lower 7.522 27.30 values of are constant for the given reach regardle~s of the slope 

parameter of the particular test. The coefficient K depends on the
6 6.50 555.11 upper 7.577 27.95 7.570 

units used in the equation. For Tt in minutes, q in inches per hour, 1 
lower 8.772 31. 32 in miles and A in square miles, 

7 	 7.5 881. 64 upper 9.170 33.45 9.086 

5280
Klower 9.461 34.30 	 15. 166 (153 ).486°·6 646°.23560

8 7.5 946.95 upper 9.623 34.70 9.623 

lower 9.623 34.70 cq. 152 relates the travel time of the channel system for normal 
flow condition at equilibrium,to the independent measureable watershed

9 7.5 946.95 upper 9.629 35.00 9.623 characteristics. 

lower 14.083 47.30 
TIle exponent of tl~ supply rate q in Eq. 152 agrees very well with

10 10.5 2840.85 upper 15.739 55.00 15.634 the value of 0.232 obtained experimentally by Machmeier (28). The only 
lower 16.313 56.60 parameter in the equation that is not part of the watershed character

istics is q. As shown by Machmeier, the expunent indicates the non
11 11. 0 3167.39 upper 16.473 57.60 16.262 linear i ty the runoff. The time to vi rtual equi libriulU decreases for 

lower 19.184 64.93 higher supp ly ra les. The expunellt was derived [rom Eqs. 27 and 146 as 

12 12.5 5061.29 upper 20.326 70.11 20.241 
-0.4 .4x -0.4+0.4x -0.235lower 20.556 70.64 	 q q q (154) 

13 13.0 5387.83 upper 20.643 71.38 20.643 

lower 20.643 71.38 	 where x is a function ('f the channe geometry and the supply rate. The 
exponents of n, S'" and A were derived in the same manner. 111e ques ti on 

Table 16. Equilibrium flow conditions 	 is "How does the supply rate affect the exponent?" In order to study this 
effect, the exponent of Q in Eq. 146 was calculated for the model \"ater
shed channel system for various supply rates. The exponent of q in 

0.6(c S1,-0.185 0.365 Q.O.412) 0.41 51 was calculated accordingly. 	 The various supply rates and the 
T \".: i n i j n i i 

(150) 	 lated exponents are given in Table 18. It can be seen that the exponent
L S.0.3. 0.4 q 

0.4 of Q increases with an increase in the supply rate and that the wetted 
L perimeter will increase accordingly. The exponent of q in lSI de

creases with the decrease of the supply rate but, since the is 
The roughness coefficient n has a single value for all reaches. Thus, small compared with the decrease of the supply rate, the effect on the
by substituting Eq. 25 (Q. = 646qA.) and "factoring clut" the common terms travel time is not Significant. If an exponent of -0.235 corresponding
the equation becomes:L :L 

to a supply rate of 1. 0 inch per hour were used for all supply rates the 
error in the calculated travel time would range from +5% for q 0.1 to 
about -1% for q = 2.0. It should be noted that this is a 20 to 1 varia
tion in g. Thus, the relative effect of the supply rate is small and the 
exponent x = 0.412 in Eq. 146 should be conSidered primarily a function 

I 	 of the cross section geometry. 
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Reach Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 

2 

3 

.031 

0.943 

1. 288 

.178 

1. 178 

1.661 

1. 519 

1. 519 
il 

O. 'lOll 1. 166 
5 

0.904 1. 166 
6 

0.904 1. 166 
7 

8 
0.822 1.060 

1. 060 
9 

0.848 
10 

0.848 
11 

0.742 
12 

0.742 
13 

I 
.7611. 9210.482 

Values r the relative slope for the model watershed [or
Table 7. 

various stream orders. 

Supply rate 
in/hr. 

Exponent 
in Eq. 

of' Q 
146 

Exponent 
in Eq. 

of q 
151 

O. 1 0.383 -0.255 

0.2.5 
0.400 -0.240 

l.0 
0.412 -0.235 

2.0 
0.524 -0.230 

Exponent elf Q (Eq. 146) and q (Eq. 151) for varioUS supply
Table 18. 

rates. 

Tab les 19 and 20 present~ the calculated trave 1 ti me for the var lous 
n-values and S-values uti lized, respect ive The watershed travel time 
was calculated by applying Manning's equation to each reach for the equi
librium discharge and sunning the travel times of the individual reaches 

1. 
'\ _1 ).

L v~ 
1 

96 

n Stream Order 2 

T 

Slream 

in Hi n. 

0.02 

0.03 

0.04 

0.055 

0.08 

il. 30 

5.81 

7.19 

. 12 

12.08 

18.25 

24.67 

30.59 

38.83 

51.1.5 

38.50 

.52.10 

64.63 

82.09 

108.83 

Table 19. Calculated travel n-values for stream 
orders 2, 3 and 4 s ; 1.0) 

• in 1'1in.
Slope t 
Factor 

c/...s 

2.0 0.00912 5.56 0.007)0 23.61 0.00566 i1 9.86 

1.5 0.00684 6.19 0.00548 26.29 0.00424 55.52 

1.0 0.00456 7.19 0.00365 30.59 0.00283 6tl. 63 

0.75 0.00342 8.01 0.00274 24.07 0.00212 72.00 

0.5 0.00228 9.32 0.OO183 39.66 0.00141 83.85 

Table 20. Calculated travel times for selected 5"'-va1ues for stream 
orders 2, 3 and 4 (q 1.0 in/hr., n 0.04) 

S.O. 

Coeff. a 79.180 333.787 722.28 0.996 3.736 7.190 

Coe££. y 0.745 0.7i17 0.749 -0.373 -0.373 -0.374 

Cor. coeff. .9999 .9999 .9999 -0.9999 -.9999 -1. 000 

Table 21. 	 Coefficient a, and exponent y Eq. 155 expressing travel 
time as function of nand 5"' for the model watershed. 

The results are presented graphically on a log-log scale in Figs. 
40 and 41 for the n-series and S-series, respectively. The regression 
analyses yield equations in the form of 

T a BY 	 (155)t 

where a is the coefficient, B is the variable (n or S) and y is an ex
and y and the correlati on coefficient (of the 
Table 21 for stream orders 2, 3 and 4. 
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As should be expected, the travel time is directly related to the 
changes in the roughness coefficient n and inversely related to the 
changes in the slope parameter S'''. The exponents are consistent and 
agree very well wi th those suggested by the theoretical consideration 
(Eq. 152). 

The travel time is a "flow type" time parameter. By definition is 
in the time [or a water particle to travel from the outlet of the elemen
tary watershed to the watershed outlet by a steady uni form flow at equi
librium. Therefore, it is the main channel travel time for a case with 
no backwater effect. The travel time can be calculated for normal flow 
at equilibrium by 

= L( 
Evaluating Tt for other watershed by direct application Eq. 152 

is not possible since the exponents in the equation and the constant C. 
depend on the channel geometry, and thus apply only to the model waterJ 
shed. However, Eq. 152 has Significance as an analytical form and serves 
as a model ~lich may not vary greatly. 

As mentioned before, only one case without backwater effect was 
tested. The data are therefore limited to one value of Sand n (at 
standard condition) for stream orders 2, 3 and 4. Table 22 presents a 
comparison of the travel time, calculat.ed by Eq. 20, and the time to 
virtual equilibrium routed by the model without backwater effect for the 
standard condition. 

Stream Order (min. ) T (Min) 
t 

2 30.75 7.19 

3 46.22 30.59 

4 70.55 64.63 

Table 22. Comparison of travel time T and time to virtual equilibrium 
without backwater effect, (q = 1.0 in/hr., n = 0.04, 
r$.. = 1.0).

s 

The data plot as a straight line in Fig. 42 and the relationship 
is given by 

T 25.5 + 0.695 (156)
ve

where I've- is the time to virtual equilibrium without backwater effect in 
minutes. The value of the Y-int,ercept, 25.5 minutes, is the same as the 
time to virtual equilibrium observed from the hydrograph for the elementary 
watershed for the run with standard condition. If the time tlJ vi.rtual 
equilibrium is subtracted from both sides of Eq. 156 the left side becomes, 
by definition, the channel rise time without backwater effect, 
Note that if VS. Is plotted on log-log scale it will yield aTt 
straight line the exponent equal to 1.0 and a coefficient of 0.695. 

100 

20 30 40 50 60 
Tt·, min. 

l..'.'.gurf> If? >'>;il: I;} virtual eq1.l 1. .tibcillhl;:.ri 
!-~ect T vs 

. J 11' '1 ,lmc ( q 1. 0 i nlji ;:., Il ,~ O. 01. > ve
s 

n.ar'ed nl1 th(· I·(~d data, Eq~ r:,6 suggest.s that the (,:1,:)" 
'.:>l rise time1"'~'.hou' b<.ckwi f( j' effect is some percentage of the tca", 


~~n, "{~f_~ t-',!lHl,t .... y ': .me, a calcu

p r.'hpnr('·~ ;.: e 'L'.iUte [O~:· Vat i.nus 51oPf'E; a-:-lJ ~{ClH~hl:P;\ 

Ar· ,·xI·res1 '."1 for the t',<1'Jel Lime in the maiu cha.!,· the model 
waf,e":,,.[ (if h'J:C ""en developcd (Eq. 152), but this app li.2 . y to the spe
ci,,1 'ff" (·f ,./ [orm flow at equi librium, i. e., for. the 'f without back
water f·J'Pc!. 'j'he need, of course, is for a method of ,[-, ":mining T,,~ for 
t}.,. ",.d "C·.':" Fe i.ncluding backwater effect. 

(or" ":i,,);) of Figs. 37 and 39 to FIgs. 40 and 41 "'ates that the 
r01.'gPl·C"[ ('(Vi tLcient n and the watershed slope pal'amQu, have the same 
g"t"li'V' f t feeth on the t.i.me to virtual eqUilibrium as 1.1t., effects on 
t"f tl', Vf 1 / ;!l.", The travel time was conSidered for thic " 'r:: of the 
en.l/pi''': qSJ('m where the flow is uniform and without lal ", inflow, 
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Therefore, it was decided to study the effects of nand S"( on the part on 
the time to virtual equilihrium that is caused by the nonsteady flow in 
the same part the channel system. At the thne when the flow at the 
outlet station of the watershed reaches 97% of the supply rate most of 
the watershed is already at equilibrium. Therefore, the time to equilibrium 
of the elementary watershed was subtracted from the time to virtual equi
librium as calculated by the routing procedure fc)r the watershed. The 
residual, designated the channel rise time Tetl' is the addHional time in 
minutes needed for the channel system to reach virtual equilibrium after 
the elementary channel is at equi libriUlll, including backwater effect. 

The time to equilihrium of the elementary watershed can be calculated 

or es Umated by availab le methods SUell as Izzard 1 s (20), Morgal i' s (30) or 


nematic wave routing (10), without use of a complete watershed model. 


Thus, 


(157)+ 

where Tel is the time to equilibrium of the elementary watershed. Note 

that T ' Tel and Tch are hydrograph ti.me parameters. As indicated 


veear lier, the channe 1 rise time wi thout backwater effect, , which is 
a hydrograph type time parameter, ean be related to the time, a 
"flow type" time parameter. If the channel rise time with backwater 
effect, Teh' can also be related to Tt , the time to virtual equilibrium 
wi 11 then be ,)btained by Eq. 157. As the first step, the effect of the 
slope and the roughness is analyzed in this section. 

Table 23 presents the time to equilibrium of the elementary watersbe,d, 
the time to virtual equilibrium for each stream order, and the channel 
rise time for the various tests. Values for Tve are from the watershed 
model results (Tables 14 and 15). Values for Tel are from elementary 
watershed routing results (Tables 28 and 29 of Appendix A) and values of 
Tch were obtained by subtracti.on using Eq. 157. It can be seen that Tch 
increases with stream order, '''ith roughness and with a decrease in chan
nel slope, 	since all these chanr;es reduce the flow velocity. 

Values of Tch from Table 23 were plotted against roughness for each 

stream order in Fig. 43. TIle data pLot as straight lines on log-log 

scales, despite the fact that Tch is defined as time difference and that 


it includes backwater effects. 

The general equation is given by 

(158)T c 
ch 

The values 	of c and x by regression analysis are given in Table 24, as 
well as the correlation coefficient of the log-values. 

each stream order yields a different relationIt can be seen that 
to the roughness coefficient n. TIle differenceof channe 1 rise time, 
small, appears significant. In general, thein the exponents, 

ines is the same as shown by the plot of Tt VS. ntendency shown by 
exponents have larger values. It should be relnembered(Fig. 40) but the 
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S.0.1f 2 S,O. if 3 S,O. 1} 4 
Test T Tch Tch1 ve 

n=0.02 

0.03 

0.04 

0.055 

0.08 

ct.. =2.0 
s 

1.5 

1.0 

0.75 

0.5 

26.04 

26.18 

26.30 

26.44 

26.63 

26.32 

26.22 

26.30 

26.52 

26.46 

28.69 

30.47 

32.41 

35.40 

40.57 

29. 16 

30.54 

32.41 

34.38 

38.46 

2.65 

4.29 

6.11 

8.96 

13.94 

3.33 

4.32 

6.11 

7.86 

12.01 

38.36 

45.27 

52.53 

63.75 

83.83 

41. 75 

45.35 

52.53 

59.67 

73.98 

12.32 

19.09 

26.23 

37.31 

57.20 

15.43 

19.13 

26.23 

33.14 

47.52 

53.93 27.88 

68.56 42.38 

83.25 56.95 

105.31 78.87 

142.68 116. OS 

60.62 34.30 

68.43 42.21 

83.25 56.95 

97.64 71. 12 

124.39 97.83 

Table 23. 	 Time to equilibrium of elementary watershed, time to virtual 
equilibrium and channel rise time for Stream Orders 2, 3 and 
4 for the various values of oC (with n =.04) and various 

s
values of n (with cI:. 1.0).

s 

Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 

Coefficient c 290.08 9'lO.12 1557.22 

Exponent x 1. 2004 1. 1071 1. 0281 

Corr. Coeff. r .9999 .9999 .9999 

Table 24. Regression analysis results for channel time rise vs. the 
roughness (Eq. 158). 

Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 

Coefficient b 0.0450 0.2830 0.6852 

Exponent z -0.9139 -0.8098 -0.7547 

Corr. Coeff. r .9991 .9993 ,9998 

Table 25. 	 Regression analyses results of channel rise tIme VB. slope 
parameter (Eq. 159). 
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Figure 45. 	 Relationship of channel rise time to channel travel time for 
the model n-values and stream orders (q-l.O in/hr.,a:: ~1.0).

Figure 44. 	 Channel ri,se time, Teh' vs. the slope parameter, 5'1<, for s 
various stream urders (q 1.0 in/hr, n = 0.04). 
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presented in Figs. 41 and 44, respectively. The equations, repeated 

here for convenience, are 

(155 )a S*y 
t 

T 

and 
(159)

b 

where a and b are the coefficients and y and z are the exponents given in 

Tables 21 and 25, respectively, for the various stream orders. By using 

these equations with the corresponding values for each stream order for 


Ttvarious S*, a new set of data is obtained. Table 26 gives values of 

and Tch calculated by Eqs. 155 and 159 for various S*, equal for the 


three stream orders, 

These data are presented graphically on log log scale in Fig. 47. 
The solid lines connect points on the same stream order which have the 
same main channel length and the same watershed drainage area. All points 
have the same roughness coefficient n. The dashed lines connect points 
of equal slope parameter S* for the three stream orders. The small change 
in the slope of the solid lines in Fig. 47 is a function of the main ellan
ne 1 length and the watershed area, independent of the s lope parameter S'~. 
The change in the slope of the dashed lines in Fig. 47 is a function of 
the slope parameter S* for n 0.04 independent of the main channel length 

and the watershed drainage area. 

Regression analysiS of data for each slope, Figs. 45, 46 and 47, 

yields equations of the form 


III (160) 

p 

where p is the coefficient and m is the exponent for each slope. Table 
27 presents the coefficients p. the exponents m, obtained by regression 

analyses of the dashed lines in Fig. 47. 

The coefficients P and the exponents m when plotted against the 
variouS values of S1( on a log log scale yield straight lines. The re

gression equations of these lines are 

p 0.0217 S*-0.713 

for the coefficient and 

m = 1.452 .0845 

for the exponent. Similar plots and regression equations can be obtained 
for the solid lines and the dashed lines in Figs. 44, 45 and 46. In the 
case shown above, p and m are given as puwer function of a combination 

of two or three variab les. This imp lies lha t 
(161) 

(n,S*,L,A) Tt(n,S*,L,A) 
(,S~"L,A,) 

(n,S1<,L,A) 

110 

Stream Order 2 
s", T Tch 

0.001 12.70 24,88 49.69 76.09 95.36 125.96 

0.002 9.80 13. 21 38.33 43.41 73.57 74. 

.003 8.42 .10 32.94 J 1. 24 63.21 54.95 

0.004 7. 7.00 29.58 24.74 56.76 44.24 

0.005 .95 5.71 27.21 20 16 52.21 37.38 

.OOl 6. 1 4.20 23.99 15.72 46.04 29 00 

0.009 5.58 3.34 21. 83 12.84 41. 91 23.98 

Table 26. Travel time, 'ft, and channel rLse time, Tell' calculated by 
Eqs. 155 and 159. 

S-:k p Jll 

01 3.217 0.80l 

0.02 I . 8~8 0.86 

0.04 l. 1U2 0.916 

O~ 0.936 0.934 

O.U7 0.718 0.960 

0.09 o 621 0.980 

Table 27. Values of p and m in Eq. 160 for various S*. 

and in each case the variables n, S~', L and A have different exponents. 
An analytical expression in the fcrm ()f Eq. 161, even if it could be de
veloped from the data, w,)uld be of limi ted practical value since the 
various coefficients involved cannot be evaluated from physical character
istics of actual watersheds. 

Instead, a graphical solution was developed for the relation of 
channel rise time to travel time. The dashed lines in Fig. 47 represent 
Tch as a function of the Tt for a channel system with a roughness coeffi 
cient n 0.04 for varic>us slope parameters S'I,. These lines are inde
pendent the main channe 1 length and the watershed dra inage area. If 
the travel time is calculated for a channel system of given length, water
shed drainage area, and main channel slopes, for an assumed roughness 
value of n ~ 0.04, the channel rise can be obtained by using the dashed 
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verification was possible. The model was desi8ned as an investigation 
tool and not to simulate any given prototype. The \lse of identical 
tributaries in a symmetrical order along a sll:aight channel provides an 
ideali 4 ed model that proved to be flexible enol1gh and efficient within 
practical limits for this type of study. 

ln evaluat ing the mode 1 the reader shou ld be aware c)[ the fo 110wi ng 

facts and limitations: 


1) 	although the model does not represent a part lcular watershed 
prototype, the variations of hydraulic characteristics [rom sta
ti.on to station of the model watershed were based on the Leopold
Maddock studLes. The absolute, c)r initial values were based on 
data from southeastern MLnnesota, making the model representative 
of watersheds in the region; 

2) 	 the routing along the channe is performed by solving the dynamic 
equations \If unsteady (low by the methc)d of characteristics. 
Assumpl ions such aBnclW linear i ty were not used in any part of 
the system. Other invesLigall'l's have used the dynamic routing 
technique in simulating actual unsteady flows and comparison 
with flow data has indicated good accuracy; 

3) 	 the backwater effect was considered in this model. The technique 
of solving tbe tlow c()nditi.'ns at junctic1n points was also used 
by other investigators with satisfactory results and vc,ri tied by 
cumparison with laborat\)ry data. A p,)ssible source of discrepancy 
between the model and an actnal watershed can be the fact that 
two-way junctions were considered in the model and the backwater 
effect was simulated in the main channel, at stream orders 2 to 
4, only; 

4) 	 che overbank flow that occurs in many natural eJalersheds for 
large floods was not simulated in the mode. In the model, a 
cross section was assumetl to extend as high as nt.~eded contain 
the flow within the main channel. Overbank flow causes a marked 
dIscontinuity in the hydraulic characteristics of the flow and 
would probably affect the results; 

5) 	 lateral inflow was assumed to occur in the elementary watershed 
only, Le., from overland [low. Beyond this point, it seems 
reasonable to assume that lateral inflow along the main channel 
is small and that i.t has a negli.gi.ble effect on the main channel 
flow; and 

6) 	 the watershed model was used in this study for the sole purpose 
of determinIng the time tu virtual eqnilibrium and how various 
waters/Jed factors affect T , This requires by definition a 
constant input (excess rain[~ll) of long duration. By its nature, 
therefore, T e is a parameter which cannot be determined directly 
from observe~ data. 

mind the abcove facts, the wrHers believes that the model 
cons as a satisfactory tool for investigating theories of 

runoff on watershed basis. It is believed that the results represent 
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the actual runoff process. However, because of the limitations stated 
above, emphasis should be given t the general relationship between the 
factors involved rather than to the absolute values. 
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In addition to the watershed characteristics, the time to virtual 
equilibrium is also affected by the runoff supply rate. The time to 
virtual equilibrium decreases as the supp rate increases. Thus, the 
non-li.nearity of the runoff process is shown clearly by Eq. 152. 

can be calculated for uniform flow reach by reach. 
An empirical elf on a watershed basis is given by Eq. 152 forTt 

is directly related to the 0.745 power of the 
roughness coefficient and inversely related to the 0.235 power of the run
off supply rate and to the 0.374 power of the slope parameter S*. TIle ex
ponent of the supply rate agrees with the value suggested by Machmeier (29). 
TIle exponents have been shown to vary slightly with the channel cross sec
t ion ge\)metry. 

The channel rise time, Tch' has been shown to relate to the travel 
time, Tt, as a power function. The exponent is dependent on the roughness 
coefficient, n, and the slope parameter S>". A graphical solution for 
is suggested as follows: 

1) 	calculate the travel time Tt for the channel system reach by reach 
using the equilibrium discharge, the cross section geometry and 
the bed slope Use the roughness coefficient value n = 0.04 
as the base value; 

2) 	 convert the travel time of the channel system to using 
a conversion graph of the type shown in Fig. 48, uS the ap
propriate values of 51, and n for rhe watershed. 

To obtain the time to virtual equilibrium for the watershed, the 
of the elementary watershed should be added to the The time to 
virtual equi librium \)f the elementary watershed can determined by 
routing the excess rainfall by the ki nematic wave solut10n or estimated 
by any of the methods of e)Ver land f1 ow time such as Morga Ii's equa tion. 

C. Need for Further Studies 

Although this study has resulted in some definite relationships be
tween the watershed and channel phYSical characteristics and the time 
parameter T ' they are conSidered, at this stage, applicable to the ve 
model watershed only and not to watersheds in general. Additional studies 
should be conducted with the model to make the results more complete and 
to 	advance the general understanding of the factors involved in the run
off process. 

Further studies are needed for evaluation of the effect of the 
channel cross section geometry. The bottom width and the s ide slope rati 0 

should be varied independently and analyzed for their effect on the travel 
time and the time to virtual equilibrium. 

The water shed s lope parameter, S1<, was used in th is study. Its 
adequacy for the effects of channel slope should be studied 
further. A concave pr()f.L shape was used in the model. Other profile 
shapes (convex, constant, variable) should be studied for their effect 
on the travel time and the time to virtual equilibrium. 
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The roughness coefficient Il was assumed constant for all reaches in 
til is s rudy. In nature the rou;2,hness cae ffic ient can vary between reaches 
and with flow depth. The model watershed call be used to derive a water
shed roughness parameter by testi.ng various combinations of roughness 
along main channel and thei r ts on tIle time parameters. 

The watershed model could also be used with various supply rates as 
input, in order study the feel l'n the time to virtual equilibrium 

when 	backwater considered. 

tudies reported here are, course, subject to the inherent 
limitat 01 the model as indicated in the prev chapter. For (uture 
tests, m()di[i(~atiolls i.n the model might improve the results. Ilack
wa ter e (ec twas 1imi ted to the mai n channe I only and was shown t 11 have 
a significant erfec. However, further test , considering the backwater 

the tributaries as well as the main channel, are necessary tn study 
the exact effect backwater. Simulation of' overbank [low for d scharges 

with backwater effect is a necessary future Lmpr(lvement. 

The Lini', was performed by slllvinr; for the flow conditions at each 
time st"!' successively for all stations alonz t.he main channel. Changing 
tllc procedure sO that the out riDW hydrograph a given st ream order is 
routed throLli',h additional reaches of the next stream order would per 
mi t expand i ng the model to higher stream orders, large ,. area'] and 
a L1I1ger mail1 channel. This modification might prove add to tile lex

ihi lity and tn the computer efficiency the model. 
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APPENDIX A OUTFLOH HYDROCRAPHS 24 

26 

28 
---_. 

Time 

24.248 24.247 24.119 24.053 
28.248 28.095 27.993 27.979 
32.130 32.234 32.086 32.028 
32.407 32.407 32.407 32.407 

0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

4 0.035 0.024 0.018 (J.OI) 

6 0.634 0.422 0.317 0.230 

8 3.689 3.266 .450 1. 182 

10 5.898 5. 7~4 ').6 J3 5.473 

12 8.338 8.2 Ll 8. 114 7.984 

14 11.04) 10.929 10.834 LO.7I8 

16 13.988 13.893 . 795 13.6')4 

18 11.144 17.100 7.(11) 16.901 

20 :W. 15 20. . ',61 20.371 

22 24.377 24.260 24. 152 24.057 

24 28.395 28.218 28.105 . ()86 

26 J2.37 32.118 32. 14:~ 52.059 

28 32.407 32.407 32.407 32.1,07 

Table 28. 	 OutfLDW df <..:icmenLary \vuterslled 
n-values in/hr,oC = loll).

s 

Table 29. Outflow hydrograph nf elementary watershed for S1, series0.000 (q = 1.0 in/hr, n - 0.(4). 
0.000 


0.(J09 


0.158 

1. 225 

5.234 

7.804 

10.560 

13. 546 


L6.771 


20 226 


23.914 

27.832 

1.87 L 


)2.407 


[or variolls 

Time 	 0.75 0:: O. 5 
s 

0 0.000 

2 0.000 

4 0.025 

6 0.448 

8 3.465 

10 5.771 

12 8.235 

14 10.945 

16 13.91.0 

18 11.101 

20 20.538 

0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.022 O.OI~ 0.Ol3 

0.388 0.274 0.224 

l. 000 2. 122 1. 7:J 2 

5.720 5.564 ).457 

.187 8.057 7 971 

10.89B 10.783 10.708 

13.8',8 13.75') lJ.680 

11.084 16 9')9 16.891 

20.543 20.426 20.362 
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Time 	 Di scharge c fs. 
Min. Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 

0 1. 23 7.14 40.60 
5 1. 23 7. l4 40.60 

10 7.31 9.74 40.96 
15 41. 91 31. 16 74.74 
20 82.29 138.06 166.24 
25 128.96 375.69 429.37 
30 162.32 685.09 1160.72 
35 163.27 870.15 2382.43 
40 932.19 3737.10 
45 946.95 4635. 15 
50 5074.76 
55 5259.47 
60 5387.82 

Table 30. 	 Outflow hydrographs for test-run n = 0.02 for stream orders 
2, 3 and 4 (q = 1.0 in/hr, d: = l.0).

s 

Time, 
Min. St.ream Order 2 

Discharge, cfs. 
Stream Order 3 St.ream Order 4 

0 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 

1.2 
1.2 
2.9 

27.6 
72.9 

U8.9 
157.3 
163.3 

7.1 
7.1 
7.7 

19.7 
75.8 

212.3 
461.0 
711.0 
858.7 
917 8 
943.7 
946.9 

40.6 
40.6 
40.6 
53.6 

U8.2 
233.9 
507.2 

1030.5 
1987.8 
3052.2 
3976.0 
4578.0 
4948.3 
5147.8 
52.56.9 
5341. 0 
5387.8 

Table 31. 	 Outflow hydrographs for test-run n 0.03 for stream orders 
2, 3, and 4 (q = 1.0 in/hr, OC 1.0).

s 

Time Discharse, cfs. 
Min. Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 

0 
10 
IS 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 
85 
90 
95 

100 
105 
110 
115 
120 
125 

1.2 7. 1 
1.3 7.2 

13.0 12.6 
48.3 28.6 
97.6 82.2 

140.1 193.7 
158.0 351. 3 
162.8 537.6 
163.3 696.1 

802.7 
868.9 
904.4 
922.8 
934.9 
946.9 

40.6 
40.6 
42.6 
63.9 

124.6 
21g.3 
360.3 
574.4 
961. 5 

1486.4 
2107.0 
2765.7 
3389.3 
3903.6 
4302.2 
4599.7 
4816.2 
4979.2 
5091. 1 
5171.5 
5225.8 
5268.9 
5315.1 
5355.6 
5387.8 

Table 32. Outflow hydrographs for test-run n ; 0.055 for stream orders 
2, 3 and 4 (q ~ 1.0 in/hr, oC = l.0). 

s 
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TimeTime Discharge, efR. 
Min. Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 

7. 1 
50 1.2 7.1 40.6 7.1

1010 1.2 7.2 40.6 7.4 40.61520 30.4 19.9 49.4 16.5 47.2
30 20124.6 106.1 145.7 43.9 

40 158.0 327.1 330.5 25 109.6 140.6 

87.9 

172.73050 163.3 595.6 671. 6 150. <) 305.5 323.83560 784.4 1405.5 162.2 540.3 596.74070 870.8 2326.3 163.3 731. 6 1118.24580 911.2 3245.6 

50 
8/+9.0 1838.9 

90 928.3 3968.4 'J05.0 2682.6 
100 941. 9 4483.3 55 928.9 3486.860no 946. 'l 4792.9 946.4 41.24.9 
120 4999.7 65 946. <J 4566. I70130 5131.6 487l. 6 
140 5212.9 75 

5061. 680150 5266.4 5179.85160 5317 . 2 5251. 790170 5367. 531 .2 
180 5387.8 95 

5379.6100 
5387.8 

Table 33. Outflow hydrographs for test-run n 0.08 for stream orderR 
2, 3 and 4 (q 1.0 in/hr, ~ 1.0). Tab le 34. Outflow hydrographs [,)r standard onditi()ns for stream orders 

;>, :> and 4 (g 1.0 in/hr, n = 0.04, 0:;- = 1.0). 
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Time Discharge, cfs. Time, Discharge I cfs. 
Min. Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 Min. Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 

0 1.2 7.1 40.6 
0 1.2 7.1 40.6 5 1.2 7.1 40.6 
5 1.2 7.1 40.6 10 1.4 7.3 40.6 

10 4.7 7.8 110.6 15 15.6 14.8 45.4 
15 31.6 20.2 53.2 20 57.0 36.8 77 .1 
20 77.9 83.4 132.2 25 104.0 112.4 148.6 
25 123.4 235.8 244.8 30 145.6 251.~ 271. 2 
30 159.8 518.6 583.2 35 159.3 453.5 473.8 
35 163.3 780.8 1280.6 40 163.3 645.6 843.8 
40 902.3 2302.7 45 778.3 1427.4 
45 CJ41 . 2 3463.9 50 856.3 2116.4 
50 946.9 4407.2 55 898.8 2859.6 
55 4963.5 60 920.3 3514.3 
60 5215.6 65 933. 4024.6 
65 5359.5 70 946.5 4412.3 
70 5387.8 75 946. 4688.0 

80 4892.4 
Table 35. Outflow hydrographs fOI: res t -run oC 2.0 for stream orders 85 5035.2 

2, 3 and 4 (q = 1. 0 i n/hr, nO. 04). 90 5132.2 
95 520] .4 

100 5250.5 

Time 
Min. 3 Str'eam Onh,r 4 

105 
110 
115 

5234.5 
5341. 9 
5384 9 

0 1.2 7.1 40.6 
120 5387.8 

5 1.2 7. 1 40. " 
10 1.9 7.4 40.6 Table 37. Outflow hydrographs tor test-run a( 0.75 for stream orders 2, 
15 23.9 18.6 50.4 3 and 4 (q ~ 1.0 in/hr, n ~ 0.04).s 
20 71.8 61.4 111.1 
25 il7.4 193.0 212. J 
30 157.0 413.1 436. 
35 163.3 677. J 894.8 
40 846.0 1680.0 
45 916.9 J 674. 1 
50 944.5 3674.1 
55 ')if!;. ') 4424. 
60 4889.1 
65 5l3').5 
70 5263.4 
75 5365. 
80 5387.8 

Table 36. Outflow hydrographs felr test-run ex. = 1.5 felI: strceam orders 
2, 3 and 4 (q = 1.0 in/hr, n; O.O~). 

128 129 

f 



Time Discharge z cfs. 

Min. Stream Order 2 Stream Order 3 Stream Order 4 


1 1.2 
10 1.3 
20 48.8 
30 137.2 
40 153.6 
50 163.3 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
110 
120 
140 
150 
160 

........

Table 38. 	 Outflow hydrographs for test-run oC 0.5 for stream orders 2, 
3 and 4 (q ~ 1.0 in/hr, n - 0.04).5 

~ 

7.1 
7.3 

29.8 
191. 9 
529.1 
763.0 
867.1 
918.0 
929.3 
944.9 
946.9 

40.6 
40.6 
66.5 

216.6 
585.5 

1511.7 
2706.4 
3657.9 
4279.5 
4676.6 
4939.7 
5198.0 
5262.2 
5324.8 
5382.3 
5387.8 
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